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“HP believes in creating a
demand for the converter”
- A Appadurai

IN CONVERSAIN CONVERSAIN CONVERSAIN CONVERSAIN CONVERSATIONTIONTIONTIONTION

Technova forges ahead in
building a stronger base
for converters in India with
HP Indigo presses

DRUPDRUPDRUPDRUPDRUPA ESA ESA ESA ESA ESSENTIALSSENTIALSSENTIALSSENTIALSSENTIALS

Wide Format Printing:
Destined to grow and with ever
more applications!
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Circumstances put a brake on the Indian economy in the last
few years, what with the rippling effect of demonitisation, GST
confusion and the crippling effect of Covid lockdowns. But,
like every night is followed by a rising sun, similarly the
financial markets rose inspite of a sluggish world order.

The Indian industry has begun to flourish once again and it
is all looking up and up. The Ukraine war may have slowed
down the rise of our economy but if new figures of installations
in 2022 are to be believed, the printing industry, after a long
time, is on the rise in investment and development.

Ricoh made a re-entry into the Indian market after a hiatus
of over two years and what a come back with multiple
installations every month across the country. HP Indigo,
Konica Minolta, Canon, Fujifilm and Xerox are all seeing an
unprecedented increase in the orders for digital presses. The
trend is in keeping with the erstwhile prediction for the future
of Digital Print.

We have always maintained that while digital will never
replace offset or flexo, it is equally true that for every printing
unit, a digital solution is now a must have. As the demand for
short run commercial print, quick turn-around of packaging
designs, multi effect labels and the photo segment grows, the
digital presses with add-on features will have made their place
in the print world.

The coming year of 2023 augurs a bright future for our
industry and it will for sure reach greater heights. Let us
march into the new year with high expectations and optimism.

Happy reading and we wish all our readers a bright and
successful new year.
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INDUSTRY TRENDS

ColorLogic GmbH, part of Hybrid
Software Group, has released
ColorAnt 9, an advanced color
measurement and correction tool
that creates, analyzes and optimizes
measurement data.

ColorAnt 9 enables automatic
processing and optimization of
measurement data with custom
features and options with the new
Workflow feature. The application of
various tools for data processing
can be defined and adapted to the
requirements of specific jobs,

allowing measurement data to be
automatically processed in a
precisely specified manner.

ColorAnt 9 brings a new
capabilities and enhancements to
the features used every day.
Combined CxF files can now contain
various measurement sets, and such

ColorLogic releases ColorAnt 9 for
automation and increased efficiency

files can now also be generated
directly in ColorAnt. Tone value
correction curves can now be saved
as txt files. The Color Editor now
warns for colors outside of the
monitor gamut. Also the CIE
Conversion can also be applied to
colorimetric data (XYZ or Lab). This
uses a Color Appearance
Transformation (CAT) based on
CIECAM02.

Thorsten Braun, CTO of ColorLogic
states, “ColorAnt 9 integrates a new
workflow tool for customized

processing of measurement
data enabling more
automation, and enables
our end-users to streamline
their production. In addition,
we improved many tools
including 3D view, data
comparison, CxF support,

and transmissive measuring with the
Barbieri LFP.”

Users will benefit from ColorAnt 9’s
system enhancements. The Measure
Tool can now be integrated into other
software using the provided CLI
interface, as well as support Native
M1 (ARM).

Arrow Digital has added the EFI
VUTEk Pro 30h printer at its Digital
Demo Centre at Allahabad offering its
customers a wider range to choose
from under one roof.

Sharing his views, Sam Patel, CEO &
MD said, “The EFI VUTEk Pro 30h is a
versatile, high-production printer that
delivers a stunning range of benefits at
a competitive price. It has a
combination of impressive features,
which makes it stand out in the
competition.”

“This 3.2-meter Hybrid LED
Production printer brings a whole new
meaning to the word “wide.” It prints on
various substrates and gives you a
wide range of applications, all with
superior image quality and
environmentally friendly benefits. As a
result, EFI Pro 30h broadens your
capabilities, versatility, and productivity
– all at a very attractive price” he adds.

This CMYK printer comes standard
with two channels of white for those
high-value prints. It features UltraDrop
Technology 7pL printheads with
grayscale printing up to 1200 dpi and a
magnetic linear drive for better drop
placement, resulting in an excellent
color gamut. It is said to be ideal for
commercial, sign shops, and in-plant
printing services looking to start,
upgrade or add board and roll-to-roll
print jobs to their wide format
capabilities. 

Other features are the Dual
touchscreen graphical user interface
available on the front and back of the
printer for ease of operation. The
Advanced media-platen vacuum
system with six chambers has
independent vacuum power controls to
hold down and prevent media
movement.

This printer is equipped with EFI
ProGraphics XA Inks that can be used
on corrugated plastics, low energy
materials, acrylics, aluminum panels,
polycarbonates and many other
substrates with adhesion challenges.

EFI VUTEk Pro 30h added at Arrow Digital Demo Centre
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INDUSTRY TRENDS

With 270 companies on board and
many more in the stage of finalisation,
Pamex 2023 is heading to be a much
bigger show. The organisers have
already surpassed the total booking
area of the last edition. The theme of
the 2023 event is ‘Convergence in
Print’

Promotional events have been
planned planned in various cities in the
coming months. A one day table-top
exhibition and half-day conference will
be organized in partnership with local
associations.

The first of these promotional events
was held in Guwahati on the 27th of
November, co-located with North East
Print Tech 2022, at Maniram Dewan
Trade Center.

Pamex 2023 to be Bigger, Better and
Busier – promotional events coming up

While giving details of the
promotional efforts to reach out to
printers across India for Pamex,
Raveendra Joshi, President, AIFMP
shared details of the proposed AIFMP
Bhavan, the Research & Training
Centre for Graphic Communications,
which is being planned at Manesar,
Gurgaon, Haryana.

The roadshow held at The President
Hotel on 23rd December, saw more
than 400 visitor registrations from Pune
and the nearby areas.

The discussion at the half day
conference revolved around what
Convergence meant to all the panelists
and how they were applying it in their
respective fields.

Viva Magenta Pantone
‘Color of the Year 2023’

Pantone revealed its Color of the Year
for 2023, Viva Magenta, a bold shade of
pink.

According to Pantone, this year’s Color
of the Year is powerful and empowering.
It is a new animated red that revels in
pure joy, encouraging experimentation
and self-expression without restraint, an
electrifying, and a boundaryless shade
that is manifesting as a stand-out
statement. Pantone 18-1750 Viva
Magenta welcomes anyone and
everyone with the same verve for life and
rebellious spirit. It is a color that is
audacious, full of wit and inclusive of all.

Leatrice Eiseman, the Pantone Color
Institute’s executive director, said in a
statement, “As virtual worlds become a
more prominent part of our daily lives, we
look to draw inspiration from nature and
what is real. Pantone 18-1750 Viva
Magenta descends from the red family,
and is inspired by the red of cochineal,
one of the most precious dyes belonging
to the natural dye family as well as one of
the strongest and brightest the world has
known.”

“Rooted in the primordial, Pantone 18-
1750 Viva Magenta reconnects us to
original matter,” she added. “Invoking the
forces of nature, it galvanizes our spirit,
helping us to build our inner strength.”

“In this age of technology, we look to
draw inspiration from nature and what is
real. Pantone 18-1750 Viva Magenta
descends from the red family, and is
inspired by the red of cochineal, one of
the most precious dyes belonging to the
natural dye family as well as one of the
strongest and brightest the world has
known.

Recording the registration of more
than 170 delegates, the Conference
aimed at discussing benefits of
applying ‘Convergence’ in print. The
panel discussion, held on the subject
of ‘Emerging Trends - The Way
Forward’, saw in-depth discussion on
what convergence means for them and
how they went about leading it from the
front.

The event at Ahmedabad, attended
by over 100 delegates on 9th
December, was structured around a
half-day conference and full-day table
top exhibition, organised with
Ahmedabad Printing Press Association
and supported by the local bodies of
Vadodara Master Printer’s Association,
Maninagar Printing Press Owners
Association, Printers Association
Amdavad and Mehsana Printers
Association

This was followed by two technology
presentations, by Mohan Pailwan from
Vinsak India who spoke about the
essence of smart packaging while
underlining  the importance of brand
protection and the other by
Pawandeep Sahni, OMET India who
took the attendees through
Convergence strategy, approach and
execution.

Future events are scheduled at
Indore, Haridwar and Bangalore

Pamex is scheduled to happen from
27-30 March 2023 at Bombay
Exhibition Centre, Mumbai.
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INDUSTRY TRENDS

The Fedrigoni Group has signed an
agreement with French Papeterie Zuber
Rieder, aimed at joining forces and
creating the first global player in
premium papers for wine & spirits.

Setup in 1881 in Boussières, France,
Zuber Rieder is said to be specialised
in the manufacturing, process and
finishing of high-end papers for the
luxury industry, the wine and spirit
labels and the communication niche
markets. The product range also
includes paper ranges held in stock
and a wide selection of papers
manufactured to order for demanding
customers.

Marco Nespolo, CEO of the
Fedrigoni Group commented, “We are
very pleased to announce our intention
to acquire Papeterie Zuber Rieder. Their
marked specialist skills and proprietary
technologies will allow us to
supplement our already rich product
portfolio both for papers for luxury
packaging and those for high end wine

Fedrigoni to acquire French mill Papeterie Zuber Rieder

& spirits labels, where we want to
consolidate our position as the leading
global player. This future transaction
once again shows that we are
determined to pursue a constant global
strategy of growth, both in specialty
papers for all creative applications and
in premium self-adhesive materials, in
order to better serve our customers
worldwide”.

Luc Gaillet and Alain Martz,

respectively Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of Papeterie Zuber
Rieder said, “Zuber Rieder and its
people could not find a better ‘home’ to
grow, consolidate and face new
challenges. The Fedrigoni Group is a
centuryold industrial company like
Zuber Rieder, with ambitious
international development goals, to
which we will be pleased to give our
contribution”.

Cosmo First Limited declared its financial results for the
quarter ended Sept 2022.

Commissioning of several new production lines in India
within a short span coupled with subdued order flow from
overseas customers (geo-political crisis, supply chain
corrections, and currency fluctuations) led to disruption of
overall demand supply scenario as well as the margins.
Impact on Cosmo was minimal as our strong and growing
portfolio of speciality films is least prone to competitive
pressures.

Margins were also under pressure in the overseas
subsidiaries due to increase in raw material costs,

Cosmo First announces FY23 Q2 financial results
weakening of foreign currencies against US dollar particularly
in Japan and Korea.

The near-term outlook for non-specialty films could be
challenging, and the Company will continue to expand on
specialty films growth.

BOPET line was commissioned two days before the end of
Q2. Like BOPP, our focus here too would be to rapidly
develop value add and speciality products.

Despite drop in this quarter earnings, our financials remain
strong with annualized ROCE and ROE at 25% and 32%
respectively.

Commenting on Company’s performance Pankaj Poddar,
Group CEO, Cosmo First Ltd. said “In films business, we
have recently developed some unique products which will
support specialty sales growth. Our Specialty Chemicals
business doubled its revenue YOY. Our Petcare vertical has
grown into 6 experience centres at Q2 end and supported by
online portal and online app is gaining rapid recognition.”
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ColorJet launches Metro NXT digital textile printer
ColorJet Group recently launched the

Metro NXT digital textile printer at ITME
2022, an industrial textile printer that
combines the digital advantages of
high speed incorporating 32 industrial-
grade Kyocera print heads with high-
quality print using ColorJet-
recommended inks.

The printer is available in the
configuration of 8 colour options with
speeds reaching up to 9,000 sqm/day.

Madhu Sudan Dadu, Chairman
ColorJet Group, said, “The new Metro
NXT will bring a new dimension to the
existing portfolio of machines providing a
highly productive solution to big textile
mills, processing houses, and exporters
who are looking for high production
along with high precision printing.”

Hironobu Fujihashi, General Manager
ColorJet commented, “I am expecting
the future of digital printing for textiles.
Digital printing, which uses less ink and
water, is a promising technology not
only for the textile industry but also for
humanity as a whole, from the
perspective of reducing environmental

pollution and from the perspective of
sustainable development goals, which
are to reduce unsold and discarded
textiles and produce what is needed
when needed. We are very excited that
the company has emerged in India that
can make such a high-performance
digital inkjet printer for textile
application.”

Metro NXT addresses various market

segments such as fashion apparel
(women’s, men’s, and kids clothing),
home furnishings (curtains, bedsheets,
and sofa covers), etc and can be used
to print shirts, skirts, scarves, and
sarees. Metro NXT prints on cotton,
viscose, polyester, polyamide, silk, and
wool and is suited to produce high-
quality products as well as home
decoration fabrics.

HP Inc. has announced the launch of
its high-volume production inkjet web
press, the HP PageWide Web Press
T485 HD with HP Brilliant Ink.

“We are excited to announce the
expansion of our PageWide portfolio
with HP Brilliant Ink. This new HP
PageWide press offers Print Service
Providers brilliant quality while printing
at amazing speeds,” said Annette
Friskopp, Global Head and General
Manager at HP PageWide. “The HP
PageWide T485 HD with HP Brilliant Ink

HP introduces HP PageWide Web Press T485 HD with HP Brilliant Ink
was designed to provide offset-class
quality and to help increase return on
investment for our customers, allowing
them to improve their profitability and
growth.”

According to a press release from
the company, HP Brilliant ink enables a
wider, more vivid color gamut and
allows users to print directly to coated
and uncoated offset media. This 42-in
width press prints up to 800 fpm/
244mpm mono and color in
Performance mode and offers reliable

printing at speeds over 400,000 pages
per hour in full color.

It’s fitted with HP’s High Definition
Nozzle Architecture printheads, which
are thermal inkjet heads capable of
firing two different drop sizes. These
particular printheads are the new B62
type that are used on the T250 (unlike
the rest of the T400 series, which use
the older A53 printheads). These heads
have 2400 nozzles per inch and up to
8x nozzle redundancy and are said to
be more finely tuned leading to
smoother colour transitions. There are
five sets of printbars, one each for the
Optimiser primer and the CMYK
colours.

The HP PageWide Web Press T485
HD with HP Brilliant Ink is available for
sale as an upgrade to existing
PageWide T400 series presses and for
new orders, with expected product
availability in the first half of 2023.

NEW ON THE BLOCK
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NEW ON THE BLOCK

Riso has launched two new cutsheet
high-speed inkjet printers for the
production print market.

The new single-engined Valezus
T1200, which is additional to the Riso
portfolio, is suitable for both short and
long-run transactional printing. The full-
colour machine offers print speeds of
165ppm and is equipped with a 4,000-
sheet delivery capacity feeder and
stacker.

According to a press note issued by
the company, both of these new
devices meet those requirements and
present companies with unique
opportunities to meet volume demands
that cannot be handled by other
printing technologies.

Both new presses use a new high-

Riso introduces two new printers
density ink formulation from Riso that is
said to further improve the quality of
the output, making them even more
suited for production print. The oil-
based pigment inks are used in five
colours, standard CMYK plus a grey.
The presses print black at up to 600 x
600dpi but the other colours at 300 x
300 or 300 x 600dpi. The inks do not
require the drying heaters needed for
water-based alternatives and so
consume less energy, as well as not
requiring ducting for excess heat
removal.

The Valezus range supports PDF and
PostScript input as well as AFP/IPDS
used in transactional and some direct
mail applications; the T1200 is also
compatible with an EFI Fiery controller.

Fedrigoni releases new range of Arena papers
Fedrigoni has released a new swatch of its Arena range

comprising a selection of white, off-white and ivory
uncoated papers and boards.

Suitable for packaging, print, photography, and
illustrations, the paper is said to be compatible with any
printing, post-printing, binding, and folding processes and
techniques.

The current range is made from
100% FSC-certified fibres and
produced through a sustainable
manufacturing process and also
provides an option made with 50%
recycled fibres.

A previous range of Arena
papers was launched in 2019 that
already claimed to limit waste and
water.

The new papers are available in

shades of Ivory, Natural, White, and Extra White, as well as
Smooth, Rough, and Bulk finishes. Customers can choose
from fourteen weights ranging between 70 and 580 g/m2,
and six sheet formats between B1 in long and short grain,
B2, SRA1, and SRA3 in long and short grain. The range
includes matching envelopes and a selection of HP Indigo-

optimised papers.
Ian Braithwaite, commercial

manager at Fedrigoni UK says,
“Arena is an excellent material for
creatives of all persuasions who
appreciate how texture and form
can elevate artistic expression to
new heights. The versatility and
performance of the new range
enhances creative possibilities,
making it the perfect partner for all
print, illustration and 3D structures.”

Update yourself
with new

technologies
in

Digital Printing

Subsribe for free
to the
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Email:
info@sumipublications.com

Website:
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NEW ON THE BLOCK

With the release of the latest
software generation 22.2, OneVision
has expanded its modular solutions for
automated workflows.

New functions and connectivity
options enable print service providers
to optimize the automation of their
production processes.

Since system landscapes of print
service providers are usually very
individually and differently structured, as
XML-based middleware, the OneVision
software can be easily connected to
other software and hardware
components. In addition to numerous
existing data interfaces, the new version
now also enables connection to Google
Drive and HTTP data sources.

OneVision software launches version 22.2 for sustainable production

MGI Digital Technology has launched
the AlphaJET, the world’s first Single-
Pass B1+ Digital Inkjet Press from
Printing to Finishing, with a unique
combination of water-based CYMK Inks
with in-line Digital Embellishment with
Eco-Spot UV Coating & Green-Foil
Technologies.

Described as the Factory 4.0 single-
pass concept with complete automation
of manufacturing processes for
customized and flexible mass production
the water-based four-color inkjet press
produces up to 1,800 B1 sheets per
hour, with the highest Inkjet print
resolution of 1,600 dpi.

According to MGI & Konica Minolta,
they are bringing the factory 4.0
revolution to various graphic arts market
segments, including packaging, folding
carton, web-to-print/to-packaging,
commercial printing, books and
magazine.

The eco-friendly single-pass
production includes CMYK water-
based pigment inks, eco-spot UV
coating & green-foil (flat, raised &
embossed) stamping, OPV lamination
effects. The substrates compatibility
ranges from a minimum 135 gsm
thickness up to 2mm. They include
coated and uncoated papers, folding

Konica Minolta and MGI announce global launch of Alphajet B1 press

carton, e-flue cardboard and synthetics
from B2 to B1+ size.

Edmond Abergel, Chief Executive
Officer of the MGI Group explains, “The
MGI AlphaJET offers unlimited
opportunities. The single-pass factory 4.0
from printing to finishing using water-
based & UV inks is a breakthrough
innovation for Printing and Packaging
Industries. One equipment operator, one
press and one single factory. AlphaJET
has been a significant journey from
concept to finalisation, but I know I speak
on behalf of all the team in saying we are
immensely proud of our achievements as
we head towards full commercial
production. Our all-in-one concept
provides huge flexibility for value-added
production from proofing to run-lengths
of millions – all at a competitive cost.”

Olaf Lorenz, Senior General Manager,

Digital Transformation Division at Konica
Minolta Business Solutions Europe, said:
“The global launch of the MGI AlphaJET
is a significant step forward as we
continue to accelerate our digital
transformation journey – both internally
as well as externally. Today, we are
growing far beyond our core markets
and successfully expanding in markets
such as IT services, healthcare, and
digital manufacturing, as well as finishing
and embellishment. Both MGI and
ourselves continue to work closely
together and with our customers in a
collaborative approach, and we expect to
make further announcements soon.”

The factory 4.0 AlphaJET digital
inkjet press is certified deinkable by
INGEDE for: CMYK water-based inks,
Eco-UV-Coating & green-foil, on certain
substrates, as well as FOGRA certified.

A newly developed module enables
the preparation of cutting lines in
already imposed sheets for the Duplo
DocuCutter DC-618 and DC-648. Also,
marks and barcodes can be applied to
the sheets as additional information.
Duplo’s multi-finishers can thus be
configured automatically.

Another new feature is a connection
to OptiScout. This functionality
prepares the print files for transfer to
the OptiScout system and allows
integration with countless digital cutting
systems such as Colex, Bullmer,
Eastman Cuts and many more.

The nesting module has been
extended with some innovative
functionalities. Intelligent transfer of the

print run can shorten RIP times and
stabilize the entire workflow. In
addition, the nesting of large motifs
has been optimized, making even more
efficient and economical use of
substrates. Print service providers
working with a cutting system from
Kongsberg Precision Cutting Systems
can look forward to support for under-
view cameras.
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NEW ON THE BLOCK

Bobst announced the launch of
Digital Master series 3D Configurator,
an online tool that allows customers to
create and visualize the exact press
configuration they need for their
business. By integrating digital and
flexo technologies into one workflow,
label converters can enhance their
capabilities, reduce waste and improve
efficiency.

Bobst launched the Digital Master
series in April 2022, underpinning its
vision for the future of label production.
This new family of All-in-One, All-Inline
solutions, which is available in 340 and
510 mm print widths, combines digital
and analogue technologies in a single
press. Based on a fully modular and
upgradable architecture, this enables
customers to build a press that fulfils
their current and future needs.

From simple pressure-sensitive to
multi-layer and high-value embellished
labels, the Digital Master 340 and
Digital Master 510 provide converters
with the high flexibility needed to

Bobst launches 3D Configurator for Digital Master series
maximize their productivity and adapt
their production floor as well as cope
with manpower shortages and
substrates management.

“At Bobst, we understand that every
customer has unique requirements,
which is why we have developed the
unique Digital Master series platform.
Now, converters can experience the

modularity and versatility of Digital
Master series with the new 3D
Configurator, which enables them to
configure their press based on their
specific requirements,” said Patrick
Graber – Strategic Marketing Manager.

With Bobst’s new 3D Configurator,
converters are given instant online

access to view all possible modules –
including flexo, delam/relam, multi-
layer, combo coupon, hot foil, combo
lamination, screen-printing, and semi-
rotary and rotary die-cutting – which
can be added, arranged, combined or
removed from the base machine

according to their current job basket.
Each module is visualized in 3D with
descriptions detailing their use and
potential.

Once the configuration has been
finalized, a full report with the details
including press dimensions, will be
presented. Customers can also get in
touch with their local Bobst sales
representative via the online tool to
discuss and validate the choices.

Enfocus releases Switch 2022 Fall
Enfocus released its Fall 2022

update for Switch, its market-leading
automation platform.

Top of the list of new and improved
features in Switch 2022 Fall is the
addition of Rush Jobs within your
Switch Job Boards. Now users can
change the priority of a job within the
Web Portal to make sure that the job is
given the highest priority throughout
an entire Switch flow.

“Queued jobs in Switch are by

default processed in FIFO order,” says
Davy Verstaen, Switch Product
Manager, Enfocus. “But what if an
urgent job comes in and there are too
many jobs waiting ahead of it in the
queue to get it processed in time?
Enter Rush Jobs. You now have the
ability to bump jobs up the queue to
get them to process faster. And if you
have a problem job that you need to
retry, you can now give it immediate
priority over other jobs.”

The Job Board also now provides
the ability to filter and sort on the new
Rush Jobs.

Fall 2022 update for Switch also
includes improvements to the Client
Module, significant additions to the
Scripting Module, and brings multiple
UX improvements.

These include HTML Description in
submit points in the Client Module.
Scripting Module covers Extract and
query XMP info from PDF files with
XMP support in Node.js, Exchange
jobs without requiring a direct
connection with sendToChannel and
subscribeToChannel in Node.js,
Schedule a job to be processed at a
later time using processLater in
Node.js and Abort entry point so you
can know in your script when to abort
and handle this gracefully. UX
improvements include Consistency
improvements when navigating the
web portal menu.
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DRUPA UPDATE

drupa 2024 clocks in 900 exhibitors from 45 countries

With one and a half years yet to go
for the start of the trade fair, drupa
has reached an important milestone
with over 100,000 sqm of net
exhibition space having already been
booked by around 900 exhibitors
from 45 countries.

From renowned global players to
up-and-coming new entrants, the list
of registered exhibitors incudes well-
known and longstanding exhibitors
like Bobst, Comexi, Duplo, EFI,
Epson, ESKO, Fujifilm, Heidelberg,
Horizon, Koenig & Bauer, Kolbus,
Komori, Konica Minolta, KURZ,
Landa, Müller Martini, Screen,
Windmöller & Hölscher, to name but
a few, who have registered and will
be showcasing their innovations,
technology trends, product portfolios
and global launches in Düsseldorf
from 28 May to 7 June 2024. An
overview of all exhibitors registered
so far is available
at www.drupa.com.

Even after the official deadline for
registrations at the end of October,
Messe Düsseldorf continues
registering a strong demand for
exhibition space, which can still be
accommodated. At present, Germany
is again the strongest exhibiting nation
among the top 10 followed by such
countries as Belgium, China, India,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Spain,
Switzerland, Turkey, the United
Kingdom and the USA.

Sabine Geldermann, Director
drupa, Portfolio Print Technologies
Messe Düsseldorf states, “Current
booking levels and the positive
verdict received by exhibitors make
us very confident and optimistic –
despite the geopolitical and
economic challenges – that drupa
2024 will again be the world’s most
important industry meeting place.”

“With around 75% international
attendance on the exhibitor side,

drupa occupies an outstanding
position by global standards. The
range, variety and staging of
innovations are unique and will once
again provide a glimpse into the future
of this industry. With ideal prerequisites
for exhibitors and visitors to network
intensely and drive forward-looking
projects” she adds.

technologies as well as the touchpoint
‘packaging’ for visionary and smart
packaging solutions, the touchpoint
‘textile’ including the installation of a
textile micro-factory, and the touchpoint
‘sustainability’, which is dedicated to
sustainability and circular economy
themes, all provide highly relevant and
valuable insights into tomorrow’s high-
potential themes at the event. With its
agenda, drupa hits the tempo of the
time and reflects an industry that is
highly creative and constantly taps into
new vertical markets in the field of
industrial and functional applications
and solutions – thereby bearing witness
to its high degree of future proofness.

In addition to this, the drupa blog
(https://blog.drupa.com) allows you
to take a glance at industry trends,
solutions and inspiring best cases
from throughout the world.
Furthermore, all interested parties are
recommended to subscribe to the
drupa Newsletter at https://
www.drupa.com/en/Home/
Newsletter featuring exciting news
and stories from the drupa blog plus
the latest news related to drupa in
Düsseldorf and the international trade
fairs forming part of the drupa Global
Portfolio.

The in-depth knowledge transfer and
interaction with experts from all over the
world on the impacts of global
megatrends and the associated new
business models as well as opportunities
for the sector will be in focus. Special
forums like the drupa cube (conference
area), drupa next age (dna), the
exhibition area for Newcomers, Startups,
Young Talents alongside long-
established exhibitors of cross-sectoral

Global print and packaging sector banks on drupa 2024.
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LABELEXPO INDIA 2022 - REVIEW

digital@labelexpo india
- a review

Arrow Digital showcases latest innovations
Arrow Digital presented its latest technologies in printing, finishing and other

embellishing solutions at the expo.
According to the company sources, “While this exhibition gave us that

confidence in our product we were expecting, and the appreciation of the viewers
felt our hard work got paid well. Many deals on the fence moved ahead, and we
got a series of pipelines to work on. The Energetic Crowd and serious buyers
made us happy and kept our team busy during the show.”

The debut of the ArrowJet Hybrid Pro 330r became a showstopper at the show.
The Inline Varnish and Priming Options gave the viewers great confidence as
these were the hurdles they faced during printing. These features enable users to
print on off-the-shelf label stock, which is a nightmare for other engines. 

“We at Arrow Digital feel the Label & Flexible market is proliferating, and
conversion to Digital is also rising. In such a situation, the need for regional
languages, variable data, short runs, and more, makes it difficult for Flexo and
Gravure presses. E-commerce,
Promotional, Seasonal, and
Product launches have strict
deadlines, paving the way for
Digital Printing and finishing and
will help those Production presses
achieve both larger volumes and
smaller jobs efficiently and quickly. Not to mention cutting down inventories of
printed labels, inks, plates, and cylinders, simultaneously relieving the headaches
of skilled operators and wastage.”  

With our 50 plus years of knowledge in self adhesives, coatings and more – we
will be bringing a range of eco friendly materials to revolutionize the label and
flexible packaging market and more.

Brotech launches
digital finishing

Brotech Digital Graphics, with
headquarter in Shenzhen, China
showcased its CDF 330 digital
finishing and converting system at
the stand of its distributor Weldon
Celloplast.

Brotech machinery lines cover
wide range of products such as
pressure sensitive labels, IML, shrink
sleeves, cut and stack labels, EAS,
RFID, tickets and tags, booklet
labels, and flexible packaging as
wel l .   

The Brotech CDF 330 digital
finishing and converting system
features Vetaphone Corona treater,
one flexo printing station, rotary and
semi rotary die-cutting unit with web
guide, a hoist, anti-static bars, a
vacuum suction conveyor and a
vibrating stacker.

This solution is suitable for offline
finishing and embellishing of digitally
printed labels, in-mold labels and
shrink sleeves. 

Domino partners with UV Graphic Technologies for digital hybrid label solution
UV Graphic Technologies and its

partner Domino launched a new
hybrid press at Labelexpo India
2022.

The Ultraflex Dominator hybrid
press developed in association with
Domino consists of four flexo print
stations, a Domino N600i 7-color
engine. The digital unit on display was followed by a
Domino K600i for variable data or variable varnish, flexo
stations with semi-rotary die-cutting units. Converters can
add an optional laser die-cutting unit.    

Ajay Raorane, VP of sales at Domino Digital Printing,
India said, “The customer can really get the best of both

worlds. They can get all the benefits of
digital printing, plus the embellishment
capabilities of flexo.”

Domino also displayed the hybrid
solution N610i press, which was
integrated with a UV line from UV
Graphics.

Abhay Datta, Director at UV Graphics,
says, “Our primary objective is to deliver reliable
equipment, quality service, and the latest technology to our
valued customers in the Packaging and Label industry.
Collaborating with Domino India will certainly help us give
our customers the digital printing support of a reliable
global partner.”
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LABELEXPO INDIA 2022 - REVIEW

Chicago, we demonstrated three hybrid presses, including
this year’s premiere – a toner-based Digital Pro MAX.
Recently, during Labelexpo India, together with our long-term
partner – Flexo Image Graphics, we had an opportunity to
present our newest flexo and digital/hybrid offer to many
current and possible customers from India and neighboring
countries”.

Gourav Roy, Managing Director of Flexo Image Graphics,
adds: “We noted a very big interest in advanced solutions
from Mark Andy – our strategic business partner for many
years. We signed several contracts, mainly with Indian and
Chinese companies. For a longer time increasing number of
new business prospects concerns digital and hybrid
solutions. We observe its growing popularity in our region of
the world as increasing number of label and converters have
already bought them or seriously consider this kind of
investment”.

Gourav Roy adds: “Majority of the customers who visited
our booth consider further investment and expansion of their
business. Labelexpo India was the perfect place to meet and
discuss new prospects as digital is increasingly popular either
among label converters or commercial and flexible substrate
printers, looking for new, more efficient solutions for inline
production. Concluding, it was a good show and we look
forward to the new contracts following it, considering that
buying decisions in our region are currently made basing on
attractive price and quick availability”.

Flexo Image Graphics sees increasing
interest of India converters in Digital
and Hybrid solutions from Mark Andy

Flexo Image Graphics, the long-term distributor of Mark
Andy and Rotoflex in India and selected neighboring
countries, was among more than 250 exhibitors of the show.
According to organizers, Labelexpo India – held after a four
year’s gap – was the most successful edition in its history.
The event hosted approx. 12 000 guests, more than 20%
comparing to its previous edition in 2018.

Tom Cavalco, Executive Vice President Mark Andy, says:
“Considering the cancelled Brussels-based European edition
of Labelexpo, we were extremely happy to present and
promote our solutions during two other Labelexpo shows as
it’s a very important global series of events for every printer
and converter operating in narrow-web label and packaging
markets. In September, during Labelexpo Americas in

Epson reintroduces SurePress range of presses in India
Epson India relaunched its

SurePress range of digital label
presses in India at Labelexpo.

Initially launched about four years
ago, Epson discontinued marketing
of these presses in Infia because they
felt, in India, the label printing cost
was extremely important and
converters prefered to use analog
presses to compete on pricing
deterring the adoption of digital
technologies.

LK Vasudevan, General
Manager - Large Format
Printers/Industrial Equipment,
Epson India says, “Earlier we
just had one model to offer and
its productivity was not
comparable with analog
presses. Even the customers
expectation was the printing
speed to be at least 45-50mts/
min. With the launch of the new

product – the Epson SurePress L-6534VW,
we should be able to meet customers’
expectations on productivity.”

The company also expresses that while
converters in India are happy with their
current analog presses. Epson intends to
show how digital presses can offer value-
added services and business expansion
opportunities to customers. 

“We will attempt to identify the
unproductive process in the current
analogue label printing set-up at the
customers place and suggest how
they can be improve efficiency by
adding with digital print machines
along with analog machines. Our
whole idea is to create a model
where both analog and digital

printers work parallelly thus
improve efficiency and profits
analog to the customers” adds
Vasudevan.

These presses are aimed at
short-run jobs and variable data
printing. Digital presses can
support new start-up brands to
connect and engage with
customers. 

 The company will primarily sell
the label press directly to end
customers and are also open to
partnering with distributors.
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LABELEXPO INDIA 2022 - REVIEW

HP introduces innovative solutions for the
growing labels and packaging businesses

HP Indigo in collaboration with
Technova Imaging Solutions featured
live demonstrations from the entire HP
label and packaging solutions portfolio
including workflow, printing, and
converting. This included the latest
tools and innovations for top-quality
printing of labels, shrink sleeves, and
flexible packaging in its wide-ranging
portfolio.

In addition to showcasing a range of
applications from worldwide
converters, HP Indigo showcased the
company’s latest innovations in Liquid
Electrophotography (LEP)-based
digital printing.

The commercially available HP
Indigo Pack Ready for Labels
solution enabling the production of
high-resistance labels for food,
household, industrial and chemical
applications was also displayed at

the event. A range of breakthrough HP
Indigo ElectroInks for labels and
packaging was an additional highlight
on the HP booth, with HP Indigo
ElectroInk Silver. The ink supports a
wide range of spot, and metallic colors
enabling new, high-value digital
applications with cost-effective
production.

A Appadurai, Country Manager, Indigo
& Inkjet Business Solutions, HP India
said, “We believe in limitless possibilities

with HP Indigo digital printing and
continue to reinvent the labels &
packaging industry with innovation
that enables customers & brands to
transform their businesses.
Labelexpo India 2018 marked the
largest show to date in the region,
and after 3 years the event is back in
full swing. We are thrilled to present
new printing opportunities at
Labelexpo India this year and
showcase the most advanced &
trusted technology solution for the
label and packaging segment from
India and around the world.”

Labelexpo India exceeded expectations for Monotech India
Label Expo 2022 was very successful

for Monotech/JETSCI /Tracesci and
exceeded expectations in all respects,
be it closing the deals, meeting new
prospects or creating awareness in the
industry about the true potential of
Digital Label printing & Label
enhancement solutions. 

T P Jain, Managing Director,
Monotech Systems expressed, “It
was a matter of pride for us to
showcase our top of the line 7 Color
UV inkjet Label press - Colornovo

Hybrid with capabilities and
configuration which none other industry
players worldwide currently offer. It
received huge acclaim from everyone
who has seen the machine printing the
most difficult jobs live at the show -
shrink sleeves, lamitubes besides
normal label stock. We also got
tremendous response for our other
products on display - newly launched
Color Aqua Hybrid, Label
Embellishment solution - dspark,
Marking & Coding solution -HR26,

award winning Track and Trace
solution - Tracesci for brand
protection, authentication and
traceability. We were overwhelmed
with the response at the show.  

We closed many deals during the
show. Color Aqua Hybrid was sold to
Sonepat based Wonderpac,
Colornovo Hybrid to Noida based
security label manufacturer, two
orders for Kolorsmart+ were closed
with the label manufacturers in
Western and Central India and one
dSpark from Western India.

Jain goes on to say, “Make in India
for the world is picking up
momentum in the label industry and
we are glad to be part of this
revolution. Some knowledge
seminars concurrent with the show
will bring some enrichment.”

“Digital is the perfect fit for all and
can do even more. Now is the time
for Digital Label solutions to take a
big leap!!” concludes Jain.
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Multiple deals finalised by Newgen Printronics
Newgen Printronics exhibited latest technologies from its partners in various

printing and converting processes for labels and flexible packaging segments.
Selvaraj Venkatesh, Managing Director Newgen Printronics commented, "It

was a great show for Newgen Printronics at LabelExpo India 2022 wherein we
were able to meet major visitors of Labelexpo. During the show, we finalized
much business for various machinery including Durst Industrial UV Inkjet
digital press, Polly Automatics, and Packers. We also generated a very good
amount of inquiries which we are confident in converting to business"

“We are extremely proud to promote our Durst Digital Label printing press as
our flagship product. We have installed four Durst Digital Label machines in
India, and plans to install more in the near future” added Venkatesh.

Product Manager for Durst Phototechnik, Martin Leitner expressed, “India is
a growing and interesting market that is adding to its digital presence rapidly.
This offers many potential business opportunities for us and we are excited to
partner with Newgen Printronics to take advantage of those. This tie-up will
give us better market entry and lead to many positive projects together.”

Pulisi debuts AOBEAD digital press
Pulisi displayed its AOBEAD digital press model DPIM330 for the first time

after the recent global launch in Korea and USA. The products were presented
at Intergraphic Sales and Services Pvt. Ltd. stand, its partner for marketing their
equipments in India.

Pulisi exhibited two machines, one full-servo quality inspection machine, and
a multi-functional digital printing machine.

According to Intergraphic sources the Pulisi Digital Press is best suited for
medium-runs and short-runs jobs, and is ideal for label converters in India. The
multifunction UV inkjet label press offers a resolution of 600 dpi and 1200 dpi
with a configuration of
flexo+W+CMYK+flexo and
an inline Inspection system.

The company generated
a keen interest in its UV
Inkjet Digital Press from
visitors and potential
customers from within India,
Algeria, Russia and other
countries.

Konica Minolta exhibits
AccurioLabel 230

Konica Minolta participated at LEX
India with live demonstrations of its
AccurioLabel 230.

The company also showcasing
print samples of its upcoming press
MGI JETvarnish 3D Web to be
launched in early 2023

The JETvarnish 3D Web allows
printers of labels, sleeves, flexible
packaging, or flexible cartons to
apply a 100 percent digital finishing
on rolls ranging from 100mm width to
420mm, on media previously printed
in offset, flexo and digital. This
equipment applies selective UV
varnish and hot foil stamping, in 2D/
3D, on all types of labels or light
cardboard, using MGI inkjet
technology. The selective UV varnish
and the hot foil stamping adds
sensory and tactile dimension to
labels.  

The 100 percent digital technology
of the JETvarnish 3D Web applies
these coatings in fixed or variable
data to enable different hot foil
patterns or selective varnish on each
label/sleeve or packaging coated.
On-the-fly registration, controlled by
artificial intelligence (AIS
Smartscanner), allows perfect
registration of the varnish and the
gilding, by adapting their application
to the defects observed in real time
on the printed roll.  

Konica Minolta is expected to launch
the AccurioLabel 400 in India in 2023.
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IN CONVERSATION

VVVVVeerendra Malik, Digital Impreseerendra Malik, Digital Impreseerendra Malik, Digital Impreseerendra Malik, Digital Impreseerendra Malik, Digital Impres-----
sions (VM): sions (VM): sions (VM): sions (VM): sions (VM): In the last few years,In the last few years,In the last few years,In the last few years,In the last few years,
Digital PDigital PDigital PDigital PDigital Printing is becoming arinting is becoming arinting is becoming arinting is becoming arinting is becoming a
mainstream in Lmainstream in Lmainstream in Lmainstream in Lmainstream in Labels & Pabels & Pabels & Pabels & Pabels & Packagingackagingackagingackagingackaging.....
How are OEMs like HP respondingHow are OEMs like HP respondingHow are OEMs like HP respondingHow are OEMs like HP respondingHow are OEMs like HP responding
to the demands, requirements andto the demands, requirements andto the demands, requirements andto the demands, requirements andto the demands, requirements and
technologies to incentivise moretechnologies to incentivise moretechnologies to incentivise moretechnologies to incentivise moretechnologies to incentivise more
printers to move into this segment,printers to move into this segment,printers to move into this segment,printers to move into this segment,printers to move into this segment,
as it still represents a small fractionas it still represents a small fractionas it still represents a small fractionas it still represents a small fractionas it still represents a small fraction
of the industry?of the industry?of the industry?of the industry?of the industry?

A Appadurai (AA):A Appadurai (AA):A Appadurai (AA):A Appadurai (AA):A Appadurai (AA): “Let us take it
from an overall standpoint and then
from digital standpoint. Labels and
Packaging is always a growing

business because of the sheer
population that we have. Now if you
take three steps back, what is
changing, it is the packaging and the
customers. Today, 50 percent of the
consumers in India are less than 30
years old and the way a 30-year old
would behave in a super market is very
different as from what I or somebody
else would. This is what is driving
demand in every single direction.”

According to Appadurai, HP believes
in creating a demand for the converter.
He gives an example of Cadbury

chocolates. About eight years ago
there was one chocolate, Cadbury’s
Dairy Milk. About eight years back they
came out with a fruit and nut, five
variants of Oreo etc. Today they are
doing 212 varieties of chocolates.
Further, with corporate gifting, designs
of packaging are also being created
and this is what is revolutionising the
industry. That is where HP’s gain
becomes better and bigger.

Secondly, he says it’s the start-ups
and India is the biggest start-up capital
of the world. We were earlier at number

On the occasion of Labelexpo India we were In ConversationOn the occasion of Labelexpo India we were In ConversationOn the occasion of Labelexpo India we were In ConversationOn the occasion of Labelexpo India we were In ConversationOn the occasion of Labelexpo India we were In Conversation
with A Appadurai, Country Manager, Indigo and Inkjetwith A Appadurai, Country Manager, Indigo and Inkjetwith A Appadurai, Country Manager, Indigo and Inkjetwith A Appadurai, Country Manager, Indigo and Inkjetwith A Appadurai, Country Manager, Indigo and Inkjet

Business Solutions, HP India, who shared his views on theBusiness Solutions, HP India, who shared his views on theBusiness Solutions, HP India, who shared his views on theBusiness Solutions, HP India, who shared his views on theBusiness Solutions, HP India, who shared his views on the
growth of HP Indigo technology and its demand forgrowth of HP Indigo technology and its demand forgrowth of HP Indigo technology and its demand forgrowth of HP Indigo technology and its demand forgrowth of HP Indigo technology and its demand for

converters in India.converters in India.converters in India.converters in India.converters in India.

“HP believes
in creating a
demand for
the converter”

- A Appadurai
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IN CONVERSATION

twenty, today we are number two and
on our way to number one position. If
there is a start-up who want to sell
something like juices or chocolates
and approaches a large consumer, he
is told to stock up for two years. All
start-ups have one problem which is
money. Should they put their money in
inventory and use it for the next two
years or in marketing to sell their
product?

“Offset, Flexo or Gravure, the crux of
the market is only one. Five customers
of yours give 80 percent of your
business in India. If one customer goes
away, you lose twenty percent of your
business. The customer will come back
and say, we want a discount and credit
and if you have been doing long runs
for them, they will want you to do some
short runs too on offset. The moment
you have digital, you will not have five
but five hundred customers. The value
of the job is only ten thousand but they
may give you advance payment. So
even if ten customers go away, you
have no problem. This is how the game
changes for digital. That is why we
have had a 300 percent growth from
the time Covid started in March 2020 till
now.”

“This is also happening because
going to converters is one job that we
have but going to brands is the biggest
job for us. Apart from participation in a
big show like Labelexpo, we are a part
of many small shows in various sectors
like food, wine, cosmetics etc.
Matchmaking between brands and
converters is what we do. To answer
your question, today as HP we believe
in creating a demand for the
convertor.”

“HP is a small company and if we

need to get to a larger market of India,
we need to go to somebody who
knows India or somebody who India
knows. Which is where we did our
biggest innovation of ‘go to market’, by
signing up with Technova. Today, the
power and brand of Technova marrying
with the technology of HP and its
marketing power is what we think is
going to help us address the market
better than what we were doing
before.”

VM:VM:VM:VM:VM: When do you see, if at all, When do you see, if at all, When do you see, if at all, When do you see, if at all, When do you see, if at all,
HP Indigo presses being affordableHP Indigo presses being affordableHP Indigo presses being affordableHP Indigo presses being affordableHP Indigo presses being affordable
for smaller printers. Many printfor smaller printers. Many printfor smaller printers. Many printfor smaller printers. Many printfor smaller printers. Many print
houses who are into toner digitalhouses who are into toner digitalhouses who are into toner digitalhouses who are into toner digitalhouses who are into toner digital
printing or those who are sitting onprinting or those who are sitting onprinting or those who are sitting onprinting or those who are sitting onprinting or those who are sitting on
the fence for entering into digitalthe fence for entering into digitalthe fence for entering into digitalthe fence for entering into digitalthe fence for entering into digital
printing wanting to have HP Indigoprinting wanting to have HP Indigoprinting wanting to have HP Indigoprinting wanting to have HP Indigoprinting wanting to have HP Indigo
technology but cantechnology but cantechnology but cantechnology but cantechnology but can’t afford the’t afford the’t afford the’t afford the’t afford the
investment?investment?investment?investment?investment?

AAAAAAAAAA::::: “We don’t want a market only
with Mercedes Benz cars. Everybody
may want a Mercedes but there is an
option. Here is my customer who is
willing to do outsourcing for you and
will never ever get to your customer
who you are doing a job with. There are
a couple of people in our install base
who have built up their business model
around this, catering to small printers.
We believe the world’s problem will be
solved by cooperation. There is a print
shop in Nehru Place in Delhi, who has
got an Indigo Kit to cater to other print
units. It’s like Uber, be an Uber. You
don’t need to own an Indigo, do it with
somebody who has got it.”

VM: OEMs in Flexo & NarrowVM: OEMs in Flexo & NarrowVM: OEMs in Flexo & NarrowVM: OEMs in Flexo & NarrowVM: OEMs in Flexo & Narrow
WWWWWeb are bringing in new technoloeb are bringing in new technoloeb are bringing in new technoloeb are bringing in new technoloeb are bringing in new technolo-----
gies to make short runs, embellish-gies to make short runs, embellish-gies to make short runs, embellish-gies to make short runs, embellish-gies to make short runs, embellish-
ments and quick job changeoversments and quick job changeoversments and quick job changeoversments and quick job changeoversments and quick job changeovers
possible and more economicalpossible and more economicalpossible and more economicalpossible and more economicalpossible and more economical
including variable data printingincluding variable data printingincluding variable data printingincluding variable data printingincluding variable data printing. Do. Do. Do. Do. Do

you see this as a challenge foryou see this as a challenge foryou see this as a challenge foryou see this as a challenge foryou see this as a challenge for
digital in labels in the near future?digital in labels in the near future?digital in labels in the near future?digital in labels in the near future?digital in labels in the near future?

AAAAAAAAAA::::: “No, these are beautiful seeds
that somebody else is planting for me.
You can have all finishing solutions
available on Flexo but that is meant for
a purpose, which is, if it is 10,000 linear
metres and above you make money.
2000-10,000, maybe you make money
or lose but those who do less than
2,000 may feel that they are losing
money. All we are saying is, should you
have a purpose and if you want to
compete with digital to do the 2,000
linear metres it is not economical to do
this as conventional and people are
understanding this by saying, let me
take this to digital and make the money
losing jobs into money making.”

“For example, a company which has
eight flexo machines has 18-20 percent
of the jobs under 2,000 metres. When
you put in an HP Indigo, firstly you
remove all the headache, painful short-
run jobs from 18 percent onto that
press and moved that percentage of
your eight machine capacity. This
makes it profitable or breakeven. The
value is that every time you buy an
Indigo you gain two favourite brands of
your flexo machines, free of cost. So,
when people talk of HP Indigo being
expensive and not affordable, sorry,
every time you buy one Indigo, we give
you one offset or one flexo free of cost.
Capacity is still why people do the
madness of buying an offset, flexo or a
gravure. There will be a day when we
would sell more than all of these
people put together sell. It will
happen.”

VM: Economics is the key factor inVM: Economics is the key factor inVM: Economics is the key factor inVM: Economics is the key factor inVM: Economics is the key factor in
majority of label printingmajority of label printingmajority of label printingmajority of label printingmajority of label printing. Do you. Do you. Do you. Do you. Do you
see digital printing on larger scalessee digital printing on larger scalessee digital printing on larger scalessee digital printing on larger scalessee digital printing on larger scales
and longer runs being feasible?and longer runs being feasible?and longer runs being feasible?and longer runs being feasible?and longer runs being feasible?

AAAAAAAAAA::::: “Yes, there is a natural scale of
economy based on the size or speed.
We have a scale of economy. We are
never going to reach the long runs.
Where long runs happen on the
Indigos it is on campaigns like Coke,
where there were 230 varieties or tax
stamps printing which is completely
variable, where this becomes the only

“We don’t measure growth by
the number of units we sell
but by the number of sq.

mtrs. a convertor is printing
by Indigo.”
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2216 Hardhian Singh Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110005, India
Phone: (91) 11-47023528, 29. Fax:(91) 11-47023521.
Email: info@sumipublications.com Website: www.sumipublications.com

SUMI  PUBLICATIONS

Sumi PSumi PSumi PSumi PSumi Publications provides you a platforublications provides you a platforublications provides you a platforublications provides you a platforublications provides you a platform to stand out from the crowd with your products.m to stand out from the crowd with your products.m to stand out from the crowd with your products.m to stand out from the crowd with your products.m to stand out from the crowd with your products.
As a manufacturer of printing and allied machinery, paper, ink, or as a supplier of raw material, or even as a
principal seeking technology transfer, you must feature your message in our publications - Digital Impressions,Digital Impressions,Digital Impressions,Digital Impressions,Digital Impressions,

PPPPPrinters’ Yrinters’ Yrinters’ Yrinters’ Yrinters’ Yearbook, Pearbook, Pearbook, Pearbook, Pearbook, Print Trint Trint Trint Trint Traveller Events Catalogue, Praveller Events Catalogue, Praveller Events Catalogue, Praveller Events Catalogue, Praveller Events Catalogue, Print Trint Trint Trint Trint Traveller and Delhi Praveller and Delhi Praveller and Delhi Praveller and Delhi Praveller and Delhi Printerrinterrinterrinterrinter

What you see matters
And where you’re seen matters even more

Contact fContact fContact fContact fContact for Aor Aor Aor Aor Advdvdvdvdvererererertising and Subscriptising and Subscriptising and Subscriptising and Subscriptising and Subscriptionstionstionstionstions

IN CONVERSATION

option whatever the run. That is why we
say ‘I cannot eat all the food on the
plate. I have a small portion which
belongs to me, I am happy, I will keep
growing’. For balance you are the big
daddy. We always say Offset –
Salaam.”

VM: HP has incorporated AI/VRVM: HP has incorporated AI/VRVM: HP has incorporated AI/VRVM: HP has incorporated AI/VRVM: HP has incorporated AI/VR
technology for its Indigo presses.technology for its Indigo presses.technology for its Indigo presses.technology for its Indigo presses.technology for its Indigo presses.
How does it work and how is itHow does it work and how is itHow does it work and how is itHow does it work and how is itHow does it work and how is it
benefitting your customers?benefitting your customers?benefitting your customers?benefitting your customers?benefitting your customers?

AAAAAAAAAA::::: “That has been really amazing.
Not just AI, today we are talking about
mixed reality technology, about xR lens
by which customers can ensure self-
sufficiency around the clock. The
adoption time for this is about three
years. When we introduced this Covid
and lock down happened, we were
forced to change overnight. A
customer would call from Chennai,
Kolkata or in the middle of the night
and the call was being attended
remotely. Today 85% of our servicing
problems are getting solved remotely
and that is a massive transformation.
Even if I am in the same city and you call
me, it will take about three hours to reach
you. All these applications of AI, VR today
are on Google and Microsoft platform.”

Explaining about the technology,
Appadurai narrates, “To tell you about
an incidence at a company gathering
of about 17 general managers in Israel
a question was asked who is the most
illiterate one amongst us and my boss
picked me and said this guy. I was
called up and given the glasses and I
am in front of the machine hearing
somebody and me seeing through the
xR glasses. I actually fixed a
complicated issue in 45 minutes. This
is what is going to transform the way
servicing is going to be done.”

“We will be able to send a note that a
particular part is going to wear out in
the next 24 hours or after 20,000
impressions and this will go to the
customer, to the engineer and to the
warehouse. The warehouse is already
shipping the part and will be at the
customer’s doorstep before the failure
happens. If there is less down time
there is more money for HP and also
for the customer who has the
machine.”

VM: YVM: YVM: YVM: YVM: Your expectations of digitalour expectations of digitalour expectations of digitalour expectations of digitalour expectations of digital
printingprintingprintingprintingprinting, any  challenges 2023, any  challenges 2023, any  challenges 2023, any  challenges 2023, any  challenges 2023
onwards post Covid from an OEMsonwards post Covid from an OEMsonwards post Covid from an OEMsonwards post Covid from an OEMsonwards post Covid from an OEMs
point of view?point of view?point of view?point of view?point of view?

AAAAAAAAAA: : : : : I always say, the world is going
to be with me but I take a very
balanced approach. The trajectory that
we are going through today is
unbelievable. I would love the fact that
there are ten other digital players at this
show, Labelexpo, which is great news
to my ears. Earlier I was alone, fighting
in the market and today there are
eleven players fighting in the market
and I have a 50 percent share. We will
always keep growing and are very
upbeat about the trajectory that we are
in.

VM: WVM: WVM: WVM: WVM: We hear news about compa-e hear news about compa-e hear news about compa-e hear news about compa-e hear news about compa-
nies in the Wnies in the Wnies in the Wnies in the Wnies in the West like ePest like ePest like ePest like ePest like ePac orderingac orderingac orderingac orderingac ordering
100 Indigos together for expansion100 Indigos together for expansion100 Indigos together for expansion100 Indigos together for expansion100 Indigos together for expansion
and upgrades. When will we seeand upgrades. When will we seeand upgrades. When will we seeand upgrades. When will we seeand upgrades. When will we see
such situations in India even forsuch situations in India even forsuch situations in India even forsuch situations in India even forsuch situations in India even for
ordering maybe 10 from oneordering maybe 10 from oneordering maybe 10 from oneordering maybe 10 from oneordering maybe 10 from one
customer at one time?customer at one time?customer at one time?customer at one time?customer at one time?

AAAAAAAAAA: “: “: “: “: “We already have a customer
down South who has 9 presses, not in
the label space but commercial and
there are also other customers in India
who have multiple Indigo installations.
So we are getting to that number. I do
not see any reason why such a
situation should not happen in the next
two years.”
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DRUPA ESSENTIALS

The wide and super wide format
market has undergone its digital
transition while certain analogue
printing technologies, such as screen-
printing, continue to complement the
overall mix offered by large format print
service providers (PSPs) to their clients.
In this regard, there’s clearly still so
much to be explored, compared,
reviewed etc and that’s why drupa
2024 is such an unmissable
opportunity. Covid-19 has changed a
lot within the printing industry and
many new applications, even a new
category – Social Distancing Signage –
have evolved. All the key
manufacturers, such as Canon, Epson,
HP, Mimaki, Roland DG, Konica
Minolta, Agfa, and many others, will
showcase a multitude of applications
and their latest developments all aimed
at driving new business opportunities
for PSPs. Predicted to reach a volume
of US$11.2 billion by 2025 (Markets
and Markets), the wide format printing
market is mature, but it has certainly
not yet reached its heyday.

Hand-painted signage always was a
rare sight and is even more so
nowadays - if you can find it at all.
Developments in digital technologies -
starting with the first digital wide format
printer introduced in 1999 and
presented at drupa 2000 - have since
accelerated and come a long way.
Even so, for PSPs today there are more
and more new feats to be
accomplished as client-demand
increases for more surprising, more
individual means of communication, for
faster turnaround and for even more
applications to be created. You could
say in this sense that inkjet has no limit.

While long print runs are still more
viable overall on analogue machinery,
they are not being ordered as often as
in former times. The digital transition
means that more and more
applications will become digital and
this itself leads to highly specialized
wide and super wide printers, many of
which will be shown at drupa 2024.
Such printers can deal with traditional
applications, but more interestingly

WIDEWIDEWIDEWIDEWIDE
FORMFORMFORMFORMFORMAT
PRINTING:
DESTINED TO
GROW AND WITH
EVER MORE
APPLICATIONS!
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they enable innovative PSPs to showcase their ability to cater
for new and unexpected market-niche jobs. And most of all,
to be able to viably produce short runs, personalized and
customized projects, even one-offs, that help brand owners
to do things not previously possible so that their branding
efforts reach their full potential.

Another big growth-factor in this sector is of course the
environmental agenda, a global topic that extends far
beyond drupa. As the world tries to reduce its negative
climate impact, so printer manufacturers, PSPs and
moreover the client ordering print (be it in a small or large
corporation) are all considering how they can contribute to
the environmental imperative. The global pandemic has
accelerated these client-driven requirements. Inks and
consumables for wide and super wide printing, as well as the
printers themselves, will be judged by visitors to drupa 2024
as to how well they fit into this context and into their own
print shops. Many brands are willing to pay the extra dollar in
order to obtain a more sustainable product, a trend that will
continue into the future and which is likely to be reinforced by
new regulations. So be sure to check new ink and substrate
developments at drupa 2024.

Wide and super wide format printers have been mainly
developed to cater to the signage, advertising, marketing
and communications industries. However, they can also
make an entrance or even a slight dent in other markets
thanks to their versatility which enables certain (mainly short
run) jobs within the commercial, packaging and label

industries, as well as proofing jobs later to be carried out on
analogue machinery. Some can even make forays into areas
formerly covered by lithographic equipment such as solar,
printed electronics, RFID and all kinds of conductive
products.

For the digital printing community and those considering
entering the large format market, it is important to
understand this a market based on a myriad of unique
applications requiring specialized know-how. The list is long
and varied - be it vehicle wraps, posters, art, interior or
exterior signage, PoP and PoS, décor printing, directional
way- finding, home furnishings, wallpapers, murals, any kind
of displays, event and floor graphics, one-off signage from a
large order that must be customized to fit the exact location
where it will be installed (eg. bus stops with specific
directions, info or offers) – and many others. Digital printing
enables cost-effective, fast turnaround of orders while at the
same time offering environmentally friendly solutions with no
or next-to-no waste. In addition, it is starting to make inroads
into the industrial printing sector. And there is no sign yet that
it is slowing down.

Social distancing signage as a new category within the
wide format sector developed rapidly during the pandemic.
In many cases it meant and still means that certain jobs had
and have to be produced immediately at very short lead
times, quite often with regional or individual customization.
Those kind of jobs will continue to be in demand for some
time to come as the world battles the SARS-COV-2 virus.

DRUPA ESSENTIALS
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About the Author
Sabine Slaughter is a renowned international
editor, consultant and journalist who for decades
has monitored the transformation in the printing
industry. She works in close relationship with
printer manufacturers, brand owners and PSPs
and has written thousands of articles, stories,
related analysis in various trade magazines
inspiring the entire industry.

Even the individual home consumer is not excluded or
overlooked when it comes to digital printing applications.
PSPs already offer web-based order portals – so called
online print services – not only for companies, advertising
agencies etc, but also for the end consumer who can order
individual one-off prints – be it as a mural, poster, wallpaper
or even a floor graphic.

In this way, drupa 2024 will see a host of new applications
being offered by printer manufacturers. In truth, the driving
force behind such new applications is not really the printer
manufacturer, rather it is the marketing and communications
community as well as the PSPs that actually drive application
innovation (it is true, however, that manufacturers can
influence PSPs in a certain direction). In the end, the result is
often quite astonishing as to what can be done with a wide
or super wide format printer. And as the manufacturers are
listening - to their clients, to advertising and marketing
experts – so in turn comes the next wave in applications, all
of which will be shown at drupa 2024.

Even within the specific area of embellishment, traditionally
referred to as the finishing sector, such printers are
stretching their own boundaries. Whether you want matt or
gloss, haptic surface, spot colouring or digital embossing,
cutting, cross-cutting, all just to name a few. Nowadays it is
no issue as many PSPs have embraced these abilities.

Within the digital wide format printing market and distinct
from the printer’s very own abilities, inks and consumables
are playing another decisive role. Should it be UV or UV LED,
aqueous, Latex, solvent or even pigment inks? Here the
application context and the client’s usage scenario decide
what is suitable for what application.

Substrate developments have moved on significantly,
opening the door to new applications as well. Not every
substrate is suitable for a certain ink-type or a certain type of
printers. So, visitors to drupa should also watch out for the
specific ink and media spectrum which is relevant to them,
as presented by the respective manufacturers and vendors.
Every wide and super wide manufacturer exhibiting at drupa
will be eagerly looking to help PSPs and potential clients in
finding the right combination for their intended application
mix.

 Personalised invites, gifts, linen, candles, wine labels, stationery, wooden
and glass engraving  photobooks  party decor  corporate gifting

 customised gift hampers

Email: info@photomonkey.in         Website: www.photomonkey.in

That wide format printing does not only encompass roll-to-
roll or roll-to-sheet applications, but also the market for rigid
substrates, means that a wide array of additional
applications will be shown at drupa 2024. Be it for printing on
glass, plastics, PVC, PET, cardboard, foam, forex or any
other kind of board or film, there are so many stunning
effects that can be produced and which will be showcased
further. Once again drupa will highlight the advancements in
print technology related applications to prove how PSPs,
brand owners and ultimately consumers can benefit from
flatbed wide or super wide format printing. As always, the
rule applies - the desired application determines the kind of
printer that a PSP should consider and purchase.

The biggest advantage of a wide or super wide digital
printer however lies is in its application versatility - whether in
terms of customization, personalization, individualization
(when still viable and cost effective) and its efficiency, all
together delivering a final customer impact that conventional
technologies cannot achieve.

Many new applications will be highlighted at drupa, all with
their own set of ink and substrate aspects, and all together
taking visual communication to new levels. Indeed, taken all
together we no longer know how to call in a single reference
for all the various applications that can be done on wide
format printers.

The boundaries of what digital wide and super wide format
printing can do will be pushed further at drupa 2024 and
PSPs will then be able to explore those applications even
more deeply than they did before. The market is ripe for
innovation, new applications and new machinery with
associated technology enhancements including speed,
colors, inks-types as well as substrates.

DRUPA ESSENTIALS
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IN CONVERSATION

TTTTTechnova forgesechnova forgesechnova forgesechnova forgesechnova forges
ahead in buildingahead in buildingahead in buildingahead in buildingahead in building
a stronger basea stronger basea stronger basea stronger basea stronger base
for converfor converfor converfor converfor converterstersterstersters
in India within India within India within India within India with
HP Indigo pressesHP Indigo pressesHP Indigo pressesHP Indigo pressesHP Indigo presses

HP and Technova
association for Indigo
presses is now about

a year old.
In Conversation with Digital
Impressions, Amit Khurana
COO and Deepak Chawla,

GM, Marketing & Corporate
Communications, Technova

Imaging Systems Pvt. Ltd.
shared their views on the
road map for reaching out

to the larger segment of the
print industry through the
vast network and connect
of Technova with printers

in the country.
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IN CONVERSATION

VVVVVeerendra Malik, Digital Impressions (VM):eerendra Malik, Digital Impressions (VM):eerendra Malik, Digital Impressions (VM):eerendra Malik, Digital Impressions (VM):eerendra Malik, Digital Impressions (VM): The The The The The
printing industry has seen an increasing demand forprinting industry has seen an increasing demand forprinting industry has seen an increasing demand forprinting industry has seen an increasing demand forprinting industry has seen an increasing demand for
digital printing during Covid times, due to growingdigital printing during Covid times, due to growingdigital printing during Covid times, due to growingdigital printing during Covid times, due to growingdigital printing during Covid times, due to growing
demand for shorter print runs. How do you see thedemand for shorter print runs. How do you see thedemand for shorter print runs. How do you see thedemand for shorter print runs. How do you see thedemand for shorter print runs. How do you see the
market responding to your push for HP Indigo presses tomarket responding to your push for HP Indigo presses tomarket responding to your push for HP Indigo presses tomarket responding to your push for HP Indigo presses tomarket responding to your push for HP Indigo presses to
a larger segment of converters who cana larger segment of converters who cana larger segment of converters who cana larger segment of converters who cana larger segment of converters who can’t afford such’t afford such’t afford such’t afford such’t afford such
heavy investment?heavy investment?heavy investment?heavy investment?heavy investment?

Amit Khurana (AK):Amit Khurana (AK):Amit Khurana (AK):Amit Khurana (AK):Amit Khurana (AK): Consumer behaviour is changing. One
thing that has changed post Covid that start-ups never got a
connect with the market. With these digital market places
coming in, today’s start-ups have got the access. Problem
with those start-ups is that they don’t have the money to
advertise but they still want to stand out when they are on the
shelf. That becomes very important because they need a
packaging to be seen next to a larger brand at a minimum
cost and inventory and this is where digital will continue to
grow.

Whether people can afford it, this has become a necessity
now, a complimenting solution. If I have a conventional
setup, I need this as well because the markets are changing
so rapidly. I either cater to 70 percent of my customers or
100 percent. If I lose 30 percent of my customers by not
fulfilling their demands some of the other 70 percent will also
go to other convertors. There is enough awareness about
digital and it is no longer like ten years back story. People
have started to sell that value to the market.

Deepak Chawla (DC):Deepak Chawla (DC):Deepak Chawla (DC):Deepak Chawla (DC):Deepak Chawla (DC): In terms of affordability it depends
on the value it gives in return. Our job is to sow that value.
Secondly, it is about enabling people to get that quality
without paying that price of owning the machine. You will
recall that earlier Technova started its Imaging Centres for
NovaDom polyester plates. It was exactly the same model.
We wanted people to experience the polyester plates
because every small printer could not afford an imaging
device. We saw that model to be very effective, works very
well. As long as you are able to connect these users who do
not have the where-with-all of owning a machine, they can be
connected to actual owners with a win-win situation.

VM: In 1995 PVM: In 1995 PVM: In 1995 PVM: In 1995 PVM: In 1995 Pranav bhai ventured into digital arenaranav bhai ventured into digital arenaranav bhai ventured into digital arenaranav bhai ventured into digital arenaranav bhai ventured into digital arena
with Benny Lwith Benny Lwith Benny Lwith Benny Lwith Benny Landaandaandaandaanda’s Indigo. It was dropped soon after’s Indigo. It was dropped soon after’s Indigo. It was dropped soon after’s Indigo. It was dropped soon after’s Indigo. It was dropped soon after.....
TTTTTwenty years later you entered into an arrangement withwenty years later you entered into an arrangement withwenty years later you entered into an arrangement withwenty years later you entered into an arrangement withwenty years later you entered into an arrangement with
KKKKKonica Minolta and it has been a constant upward trendonica Minolta and it has been a constant upward trendonica Minolta and it has been a constant upward trendonica Minolta and it has been a constant upward trendonica Minolta and it has been a constant upward trend
expanding into digital. Now that you have taken aexpanding into digital. Now that you have taken aexpanding into digital. Now that you have taken aexpanding into digital. Now that you have taken aexpanding into digital. Now that you have taken a
major step with HP Indigo presses in the labels segmentmajor step with HP Indigo presses in the labels segmentmajor step with HP Indigo presses in the labels segmentmajor step with HP Indigo presses in the labels segmentmajor step with HP Indigo presses in the labels segment
and as Pand as Pand as Pand as Pand as Pranav bhai mentioned once “Franav bhai mentioned once “Franav bhai mentioned once “Franav bhai mentioned once “Franav bhai mentioned once “Focus on theocus on theocus on theocus on theocus on the
PPPPPresent, Anticipate the Fresent, Anticipate the Fresent, Anticipate the Fresent, Anticipate the Fresent, Anticipate the Future” – how do you seeuture” – how do you seeuture” – how do you seeuture” – how do you seeuture” – how do you see
TTTTTechnova further expanding into digital?echnova further expanding into digital?echnova further expanding into digital?echnova further expanding into digital?echnova further expanding into digital?

AK:AK:AK:AK:AK: Pranav bhai started the journey in 1971. In 1995 we
started with Indigo, a little ahead of time. One, the markets
were not ready, secondly, the technology was not ready but it
was a good experience. I remember doing Digital Yatras
what we are doing today. It was Pranav bhai’s vision twenty
years back to get digital in India. It is very exciting now
partnering with HP and to be a part of their journey in India.

For us markets are changing in a big way, being an offset
player with the conventional industry growing leaps and
bounds in the last four decades. As the markets are
changing, we need to also evolve ourselves. We already
have about 70,000 customers in India in various segments of
the market. Today if we are not able to meet their future
needs while our offset, flexo and conventional products
continue to service their requirements, it is more important to
be a part of their future journey. This is where we see digital
to be a good complimenting solution to conventional.
Nobody is saying conventional will not exist, it has its
advantages. It has its economics of scale in a large country
with 140 crore people. Its not going to turn everything to
short runs but it is where the market is moving towards that
segment and this is where Technova is going to become
relevant in both the segments, strengthen the core which is
our conventional reserve and innovate the digital.

DCDCDCDCDC::::: It is also relevant to mention that while we brought the
Indigo in 1995, after that what HP has done with that
technology is superb and now we also feel very happy and
privileged to be a part of this technology journey. Ofcourse
we go with the famous words “What can be digital will be
digital”.

VM: VM: VM: VM: VM: YYYYYour expectations of digital printingour expectations of digital printingour expectations of digital printingour expectations of digital printingour expectations of digital printing, any chal-, any chal-, any chal-, any chal-, any chal-
lenges 2023 onwards from the marketing point of viewlenges 2023 onwards from the marketing point of viewlenges 2023 onwards from the marketing point of viewlenges 2023 onwards from the marketing point of viewlenges 2023 onwards from the marketing point of view
from Tfrom Tfrom Tfrom Tfrom Technova?echnova?echnova?echnova?echnova?

AK: AK: AK: AK: AK: Markets are changing very quickly. Mass
customisation, personalisation, variable data printing, they
continue to drive the demand for digital. Some trends are
growing fast and some require work to be done in making
convertors and printers aware of the benefits of the
technology. Still there are segments where cost is very vital.
Having Technova’s presence in every part of the print
community, with HP we see a great journey in the next five
years. Our job will be that with HP we make each printer
aware of this technology. There are a lot of things changing
globally. I think sustainability will be one key driver in moving
customers from conventional to digital as a complimenting
solution. There are a lot of positive drivers in the market and
there will be challenges but as more and more customers
start to adopt digital technology the whole trajectory will
become steeper and faster. Look at some of the segments
where they have adopted digital very well.
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Redex Photobooks, a Kerala based
Digital Color Lab, has expanded its
production facility with the addition of
Fujifilm Revoria PC 1120.

Founded in 2011 the company offers
array of services such as Creative
Designing and Printing of Photobook /
Album, Calendar, Table Album, Album
Box, Cover, UV Coating Printing,
Engraving & UV Embossed.

Jaisal, Managing Partner at Redex
Photobook Kerala comments, “We are
specialized into photobook/album
printing and for us quality of photo is
critical in this segment and we wanted
to stand out in the market. When we
discovered about specialty colors in
Revoria such as Pink, Gold, Silver and
saw the output we got impressed.
Using pink toner, smoother and beautiful
skin textures can be produced. Print
quality is very good, no grains, no noise,
clear & sharp prints, natural skin tone &
vibrant colors with pink.”

Fujifilm Revoria PC 1120 offers
speed of 120ppm beyond CMYK with
specialty colors such as Gold, Silver,
White, Clear, Pink on different medias.
The press is six station hence two
specialty colors can be used in a one go
and the configuration is in a way that
underlay and overlay can be done in a
single pass. Super EA Ecotoner
produces smooth and beautiful
photograph gradation, density, uniformity
in figures and printed text without glare.

“Pictures tell us a story which words
cannot. At Redex we strive to transfer the

best memories of our customers onto a
paper with a best quality. While
producing best photobooks for our
customers we take care of both printing
media and print quality and it was
impressive to see Revoria press
supporting all the different kind of medias
like luster paper, high gloss, non tearable
and many more” adds Jaisal.

Few prominent features of Revoria
press for Photo album printing
industries are AI based photo quality
optimization and automatic pink layer
separation. According to information
from Insight, for customers who handle
large quantities of photography images
and don’t have ability to retouch
images in house can use these
features to save time and minimize the
post production. The AI automatically
determines the scene for each
photographic image and correct
appropriately on print server, for
example brightening the dull image
and correct the image sharpness.

Ajay Aggarwal MD & CEO at Insight
Print Communications explained, “We
see that most photo prints are during
Weddings only. Worldwide the situation
is different, people order photobooks
for multiple events like Vacations,
birthdays and Anniversaries, events,
remembering the year, moods, child
growing years etc. Similar trend will
also come in India and there is enough
headroom for photo print business to
grow and increase multifold from
current levels”.

Redex Photobook installs Fujifilm Revoria PC 1120 Amba Multiprint invests in
Amba Multiprint, based in Gujerat has

installed Jetsci Global Colornovo hybrid
press to print on multiple substrates and
increase product offering. The company
provides services to multiple sectors
including pharma, cosmetic and to the
packaging industry.

Ankit Mehta, Management team member,
Amba Multiprint Ventures, said, “There are
many machines in the market but they offer
limited printing options. With Colornovo
Hybrid the best part is that it’s a hybrid, a
great combination of flexo and digital in one
pass for extended color gamut. This is an
extraordinary combination that has
strengthened our overall operations. If you
choose any other machine in the market, it
will either offer you a conventional press or
digital not both. Secondly, we did not want
to bound ourselves with a machine with
substrate limitations and fixed running cost
of print.”   

The company’s choice for investing in the
Colornovo Hybrid by Jetsci was a
combination of features and price that
matched its requirements with ease of

INSTALLATIONS

Foil Printers installs Ricoh Pro
Ludhiana-based Foil Printers has added

the Ricoh Pro C5310S Digital Production
Press to upgrade their business portfolio
and print capabilities.

Established in the year 1978 with a
meager investment in a used hand-platen
printing machine, Foil Printers is a brainchild
of the industry veteran Prof Kamal Chopra,
who is now joined by his two sons—Sudhir
Chopra and Dalip Chopra.

“Our one-stop approach to offer
comprehensive printing solutions has
enabled us to deliver quality prints in the
most cost-effective manner. In this, we have
adopted the RICOH Pro C5310S from
Monotech Systems, which is indeed a
powerhouse with a small footprint. We invest
in this advanced digital press for an overall
enhancement in our quality print
production,” says Dalip Chopra.

“Our first impression of the RICOH Pro
C5310S was that this compact digital press
is capable for delivering exceptional imaging
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Kuber Digital has installed an HP
Indigo 12000 HD Digital Press at the
facility in Meerut, being the first photo
printing business in Uttar Pradesh to
install this press.

The digital printing service provider
catering to photography & general
commercial print applications will utilize
HP Indigo 12000 HD Digital Press to
venture into the new big-size albums,
Light Packaging, Gift Boxes, and
Wedding Invites, Sheetfed Labels and
Personalized Amateur Photo Books.

Sanjay Rastogi, Managing Director,
Kuber Digital said, “To stay on top of
the industry trends, we installed HP
Indigo 12000 HD digital press,
becoming the first printing business in
Uttar Pradesh to address the growing
demands of commercial printing
solutions. We are extremely pleased
with our long-standing partnership with
HP over the past five years which has
allowed us to make significant
advancements in both the wedding
photography market and the
commercial printing sector”.

“With HP Indigo 12000 HD Digital
Press, we are looking forward to
achieving further growth and profitability
through improved offerings in various
categories including general
commercial print, wedding cards, and
personalized gift boxes. We are

Kuber Digital Labels invests in HP Indigo
12000 HD digital press for photo segment

optimistic that our extended association
will be fruitful and create a significant
impact on our business” adds Rastogi.

The 29-inch HP Indigo 12000 Digital
Press is equipped with intelligent color
automation and Indigo’s liquid
electrophotography (LEP) technology.
HP Indigo ElectroInk has the widest
digital color gamut, reaching up to 97%
of Pantone colors and using up to 7 ink
stations on press. HP Indigo 12000
digital press also features a 5th ink
station for White Ink and Spot colors,
providing color accuracy.

A Appadurai, Country Manager, Indigo
and Inkjet Business Solutions, HP India
said, “Being a pioneer in providing the
best-in-class digital press solutions for
commercial, labels, and packaging
printing, we understand the evolving
needs of our customers and partners
that demand highly crafted solutions. Our
HP Indigo press has propelled the
printing industry to reach new heights
and empowered customers to innovate
and customize as per the changing
requirements. To support the businesses
of our partners, we at HP are dedicated
to providing the best quality with the
highest level of productivity. We are
thrilled to partner with Kuber Digital and
hope this partnership further helps them
advance and grow with HP’s digital
technology.”

Colornovo Hybrid press

operation along with the after sales services
from Monotech.     

Colornovo Hybrid prints on multiple
substrates and has a UV dryer along with
chiller plates under every printhead enabling
printing on heat sensitive materials such as
shrink sleeves, IML and lamitubes. 

“It is easy to upgrade to 7th color when
needed and a spot registered flexo to run
preprinted materials with cold foil in line.
The trial run of Colornovo Hybrid
showcased us that it can fit into our
needs very well. Jetsci Global has
customized the press for us after
understanding our requirements to suit
our special application and substrate
needs,” Mehta added. 

INSTALLATIONS

C5310S for digital production
in a range of finishing options. In fact, this
press defies the general saying good things
don’t come in small packages” adds Dalip.

Foil Printers boasts of a state-of-the-art
world-class production facility of 12,000 sq
ft, equipped with a full portfolio conventional
and ultra-modern equipment of pre-press,
press and post-press machines for
letterpress printing, colour offset printing,
thermography, UV printing, silk screen
printing, hot foil stamping, digital and
variable data printing.
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INSTALLATIONS

Shakti Printers, a commercial print
shop in Kolkata has invested in a Ricoh
Pro C7200X digital press to upgrade its
production facilities.

Anirban Das, Owner, Shakti Printers
says, “We are proud of having a facility
with a complete portfolio of machines
comprising a Konica Minolta
AccurioPress C3080, an offset press,
and a vinyl & flex printer. Now the
portfolio has upgraded with the newly
installed Ricoh Pro C7200X from
Monotech Systems with which we
redefine the quality of our commercial
prints. He added, “With our complete
machine portfolio, we fulfill every bit of
our customers’ requirement—right from
business cards to vinyl posters, all under
one roof.”

With the installation of the new press,
Shakti Printers has enhanced its on-
demand book printing job. In this
respect, Anirban mentioned that the

Kolkata’s Shakti Printers upgrades with Ricoh Pro C7200X

digital press has opened the possibility
to play with a range of special colors like
White, Clear and Neon on book covers
and other commercial print applications
like inserts, pamphlets, ID cards,
letterheads and others.

On choosing Ricoh Pro C7200X over

other digital presses, Anirban
emphasized the fact that this Ricoh
machine is made for diversifying the
printing capacity. He informed that his
first impression of the machine is its
productivity, speed and advanced
features like the fifth colour printing
capacity.

“With this machine we improve our
turnaround times and boost printing
capacity to another level,” adds Anirban.

Ajeet Pareek, Business Head – Digital
Products and Solutions of Monotech
Systems commented, “Ricoh is leaving
its footprint in each region and our
customers are vouching the quality and
capability of the press. The trend is that
most of the customers have either
replaced their existing setup or added
Ricoh press for doing innovations and
taking their production to the next level.
We congratulate Mr. Das for joining the
league.”

Wonder Images, Kolkata has invested
in India’s first EFI VUTEk GS3250LX Pro
with 10 colors using UltraDrop
technology, supplied by Arrow Digital.

This will help the company meet the
growing demand for ppoint-of-purchase
displays, unique media displays, and
other premium graphics applications.

Amit Murarka, Director at Wonder
Images says, “This new installation has
helped us gain premium jobs from
existing customers as well as from new
clients. We have been associated with
Arrow from EFI Solvent Printer times and
trust them to the fullest. Moreover, we
have seen many successful installations
from Arrow, which gave us the
confidence to go for an EFI UV LED
Hybrid Printer.”

Talking about the installation Sam
Patel, CEO & MD Arrow Digital, explains,
“Wonder Images has been with us for
years. It is a long relationship, and we are
excited to work with them again. The EFI
VUTEk GS3250LX Pro will give them the

First EFI VUTEk GS3250LX Pro with UltraDrop
Technology installed at Wonder Images

confidence to address all the brands and
upcoming campaigns they have been
working for. This 3.2 Meter Hybrid Printer
is versatile, efficient, cost-effective, and
environmentally friendly and has the
most advanced UltraDrop Technology.”

The GS3250Lx Pro is 3.2 Meters, can
handle eight colors and has a two white
ink channel multilayer printing capability
with greyscale technology that allows
users to do multiple applications. The
LED technology is also an essential part
of this printer as the low curing
technology gives the operator the
confidence to work on many substrates

with no distortion, as well as save energy.
Apart from that, it is a green printing
solution that prints at a speed of up to
2400 ft2/hr. This printer comes with both
rigid and roll-fed printing capabilities
along with white ink multilayer printing in
a single pass.

“Using the EFI VUTEk GS3250lx Pro
printer has been a dream come true
because, since day one, it has been
evident that it is the ideal printer for our
company’s objectives. Now we have to
generate many new opportunities with
our VUTEk and we have charted a road
map for many other printers and
equipment which we reviewed at the
Arrow demo Center in Ahmedabad”
adds Murarka.
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INSTALLATIONS

Box and Branding Private Limited
based out of Trichy, Tamil Nadu have
installed a new RICOH Pro C7200X
digital press. The company, in the
business of box making and printing
premium packaging designs and
materials, is run by two partners, Balaji
KP and Arun Kumar V.

Balaji said, “In the last two decades
of our presence in the industry, we feel
duty bound to upgrade our production
facility from time to time with the latest
machines or technologies to keep up
ourselves with the current market
trends. So, we have invested in RICOH
Pro C7200X, supplied by Monotech
Systems”.

On choosing RICOH Pro C7200X,
Balaji remarked that the new digital
press has empowered them to add
extra colors to short-run prints. “If you
want to go beyond CMYK, this digital
press is the ideal choice to diversify
printing possibilities with more colors,”

Box and Branding upgrades facility with Ricoh Pro C7200X digital press
he emphasized, adding that the special
‘White Ink’ tonner in the press can be
used to bring out spectacular results
on dark media, clear sheets, or other
materials like kappa board.

To make their service more
convenient for their clients, Box and
Branding have developed two digital
platforms—PrintClub.in and
PrintOnGo.com. Print Club is a B2B
platform exclusively for printers in and
around South India, where they can
order all types of digital print and
finished products through their website,
while PrintOnGo is a D2C platform for
all sorts of customers to order a print
directly from their website.

According to Balaji, the adoption of
such an advanced digital press they
are now fully reinforced to boost their
export business as well.

“Short-run packaging is the future,
and digital is the best technology for
this. We are happy to see the

productivity of RICOH PRO C7200X at
different levels and applications. This
portrays the product’s versatility and
reliability that boosts our and
customer’s confidence.” Says Ajeet
Pareek, Digital Products and Solutions,
Monotech Systems.

The press has been installed by
Monotech Systems, a leading
manufacturer and one-stop solution
provider for the printing and packaging
industry.

Sun Up Autopack installs HP Latex 3600 for higher productivity
Bhopal based Sun Up Autopack, a

manufacturer and supplier of signage,
displays, corrugated box and
packaging, has invested in HP Latex
3600 printer, a first 10 feet roll to roll
press in MPCG Region.

Karan Arora, CEO at Sun Up
Autopack said, “MPCG is one of the
few regions where corporate brands
struggle to get reliable print service
providers who adheres to timelines
and quality prints.
Our vision was very
clear while investing
in this machine that
we would offer faster
turnaround time,
exceptional quality
prints and
sustainable printing
solutions to our
clients”.

HP Latex 3600
prints at high speeds
of 1290 square feet
per hour. It can take

heavy duty jumbo rolls and 10 litre ink
supply for long non-stop production.
Dual-roll split spindles up to 200
kg can print two rolls with two different
designs at the same time increasing
productivity.

The printer can be used for a variety
of applications like outdoor signage,
backlit, decorative applications, soft
signage and vehicle wraps. It also
doesn’t require purging or manual

cleaning reducing ink wastage and
keep the environment clean.

“In the recent COP27 summit
world leaders had came together to
work collectively towards climate
goals. Sooner or later government
will introduce directives to use
environmental friendly technologies
and, with HP Latex inks we have
already taken our first step towards a
sustainable future for the world as

well as for us” adds 
Arora.

Commenting on
the installation, Ajay
Aggarwal MD & CEO
at Insight Print
Communications
said, “Our philosophy
is of viewing
ourselves as an
extension of our
clients’ business and
it is great to see our
customer thriving in
the printing industry.”
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INSTALLATIONS

Milan Enterprises
installs Ricoh presses
to boost production

Delhi based Milan Enterprises has
installed Ricoh Pro 8300S and Ricoh
Pro 5310S digital presses for its book
and commercial printing business.

Jeet Lal Kushwaha, Proprietor, Milan
Enterprises says, “Since we engage in
the book printing business for years,
we diversified our activity into a new
vertical when we started to indulge in
on-demand book printing. We
rebranded ourselves as Milan Digital
Print for the new activity.”

“On-demand book printing is gaining
ground these days and it’s now our
main forte in business. Unlike the old
days, book printing has the advantage
of producing only a few copies as per
the requirement of authors or
publishers. In this, our two new RICOH
digital presses from Monotech
Systems do the right job in printing as
minimum as 100 copies of a book title”
he adds.

“We value the way Monotech
Systems co-operates with us to deliver
the two highly versatile digital presses.
Sooner or later, we will be chalking out
a plan to invest in another advanced
press from them,” informed Kushwaha.

“Digital printing is gaining momentum
and so do RICOH as a proven brand for
the production printing in digital and
commercial printing segments. We are
glad to see the response to the product
of each segment we have served.” Says
Ajeet Pareek, Business Head – Digital
Products and Solutions, Monotech
Systems.

Kerala’s Sign Print Innovate Printing
Solutions, an existing user of
Monotech Pixeljet UV digital large-
format printer for signage
applications has invested in a RICOH
C7200X digital production press and
PixelGlow digital enhancement press
for its entry into commercial printing.
Both the presses have been installed
by Monotech Systems.

Baiju KV, Director, Sign Print
Innovate Printing Solutions, said, “We
have come across a time to diversify
their commercial printing capability,
which was why we picked up RICOH
Pro C7200X from Monotech
Systems.”

The new RICOH digital press is a
highly versatile Graphic Arts Edition
with the 5th Color printing capacity
and it’s a highly stable machine for
high-quality print production at high
speed.

Along with Ricoh, the company

Sign Print Innovate forays into commercial
printing with Ricoh and PixelGlow

also installed the PixelGlow digital UV
and foiling system to provide their
customers with a premium piece of
print.

“After all, we acknowledge
Monotech Systems for the RICOH
Pro C7200X that can print a wider
range of jobs with double-sided,
oversize printing up to 700 mm in
length and on heavy-weight stocks
up to 360 GSM. Nevertheless, with
the new RICOH digital press, we gain
new momentum to impress our
customers with the ability to add
more colours to print jobs—for
example, highlight with neon yellow,
provide security with invisible red,
boost gamut with pink, and give the
imagery a lift with clear varnish” adds
Baiju.

Monotech Systems is a partner of
RICOH Asia Pacific and an
authorized distributor of RICOH
digital presses in India

Advertise in

Be seen where it mattersBe seen where it mattersBe seen where it mattersBe seen where it mattersBe seen where it matters
Contact: Sumi Publications,
info@sumipublications.com
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2216 Hardhian Singh Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110005, India.
Phone: (91) 11-47023527, EMail:info@sumipublications.com, Website: www.sumipublications.com

SUMI  PUBLICATIONS

Sumi Publications brings to you 'Print Traveller
Events Catalogue 2023' (rebranded from Printers'
Yearbook Events Catalogue), now in its 21st year
of publication. As always we hope to further
improve and bring a more detailed edition for our
readers.

The Calendar of Events is catalogued giving
information of over 200 Printing, Packaging,
Converting, Publishing, Signage, Paper and
Stationery related, as well as 3D Printing events
worldwide (Exhibitions and Conferences) with full
communication data and colour logos.

Over 9000 copies (print and e-version) of the
Events Catalogue are circulated among Senior
Executives of the printing machinery
manufacturers and suppliers, printers, publishers,
paper manufacturers and others in the trade. It is
also going to be available online and at major
print events represented by Sumi Publications.

Use the Events Catalogue to not only keep
abreast but also to be informed about several
important industry events worldwide.

Events Catalogue
2023

Due to information coming in of uncertainty and date changes of
some events in the APJ region due to Covid,

events of January-February 2023 will be listed on our website
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APPOINTMENTS

Daniel Erni, Global Sales Manager
and member of the Executive Board of
Hunkeler AG takes over the position of
Managing Director on 1st January 2023,
from Michel Hunkeler, CEO.

Daniel Erni has been with Hunkeler
since 2016. As Chief Sales Officer and
member of the Executive Board he has
been a major force in the company’s
ability to increase sales, earnings and
market share in recent years. This
success was made possible in part by
his excellent rapport with Stefan and
Michel Hunkeler, as well as his highly
effective relationship with the
management, employees, customers
and partners. Prior to joining Hunkeler
AG, Daniel Erni held positions as
managing director and sales manager
in several other companies. 

Daniel Erni takes charge as MD at Hunkeler

Daniel Erni will continue to report
directly to Michel Hunkeler, who will in
turn focus on the company’s strategic
direction and support various
stakeholders around the Hunkeler
Group.

Stefan Hunkeler’s position as
Chairman of the Board of Directors will
continue unchanged.

The existing and proven executive
management team will also remain in
place.

Gallus Appoints Dario Urbinati as New CEO
Gallus Group announced the

appointment of Dario Urbinati to the role
of Chief Executive Officer, succeeding Dr.
Frank Schaum, who will now head
Heidelberg’s Print Segment.

exciting trajectory for the future. While our
ongoing mission is to support the
success of our customers in the field, our
wider ambition is to provide dynamic
technologies and services to secure the
future of the narrow web industry.”

Dr. Ludwin Monz, Heidelberg CEO,
said, “Dario has been responsible for
refocusing the business against a very
clear vision for the future of labels. This
has meant resetting the business in
important areas by increasing customer
service and support, boosting sales and
marketing activities and much more. He
has also introduced an ambitious
sustainability program, with a landmark
pledge to make our products carbon
neutral by the end of 2022.”

“Gallus is an important pillar in the
Heidelberg Group’s packaging
business, which offers long term
growth potential and, importantly,
shares our commitment to quality –
and we are delighted to have Dario
lead this business. I would also like to
thank Dr. Frank Schaum, previously the
Gallus Group CEO, for his excellent
leadership to date, and we are pleased
that he will remain as Chairman of the
Gallus board” added Monz.

With 17 years of experience in the
graphic arts industry and as its previous
Chief Sales & Service Officer, Urbinati will
continue to drive Gallus’ mission to turn
the narrow web market towards a more
sustainable and profitable future –
providing revolutionary new technologies
to achieve it, such as the recently
launched Gallus One.

Commenting on his new role, Dario
Urbinati said: “I am honored to take up
the role of Gallus CEO. This is a fantastic,
growing business with incredibly talented
and committed people and, with the
might of Heidelberg behind us, an

Membership to DIGAF isMembership to DIGAF isMembership to DIGAF isMembership to DIGAF isMembership to DIGAF is
open to companies involvedopen to companies involvedopen to companies involvedopen to companies involvedopen to companies involved
in digital productionin digital productionin digital productionin digital productionin digital production
printingprintingprintingprintingprinting, wide format,, wide format,, wide format,, wide format,, wide format,
professionals working in theprofessionals working in theprofessionals working in theprofessionals working in theprofessionals working in the
field of technicalfield of technicalfield of technicalfield of technicalfield of technical
development and promotiondevelopment and promotiondevelopment and promotiondevelopment and promotiondevelopment and promotion
of digital printingof digital printingof digital printingof digital printingof digital printing.....

Become a member todayBecome a member todayBecome a member todayBecome a member todayBecome a member today.....
Download the applicationDownload the applicationDownload the applicationDownload the applicationDownload the application
form at digafform at digafform at digafform at digafform at digaf.org.org.org.org.org, complete, complete, complete, complete, complete
and send it with theand send it with theand send it with theand send it with theand send it with the
information of yourinformation of yourinformation of yourinformation of yourinformation of your
company to the DIGAFcompany to the DIGAFcompany to the DIGAFcompany to the DIGAFcompany to the DIGAF
Secretariat at the addressSecretariat at the addressSecretariat at the addressSecretariat at the addressSecretariat at the address
belowbelowbelowbelowbelow.....

*Special Introductory
offer: The first 200

registrations will be
eligible for a waiver of
Rs. 2,000/- towards one

time joining fee.

Becomea membertodaywww.digaf.org

Avail of Rs. 2,000
concession*

A Sumi Publications Initiative
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India’s Premier Magazine on Digital Printing SolutionsIndia’s Premier Magazine on Digital Printing SolutionsIndia’s Premier Magazine on Digital Printing SolutionsIndia’s Premier Magazine on Digital Printing SolutionsIndia’s Premier Magazine on Digital Printing Solutions

Target Readership

 Key financial decision makers within the industry.

 Digital printers, looking to expand or needing to
optimize their current systems and workflows

 Printers and Repro Houses considering investing in
digital print for the first time.

 Production managers within publishers needing a basic
understanding of the capabilities and costs of digital
print for on-demand, or short-run books, journals or
newsletters.

 Commercial print buyers.

Send your subscription to:

Digital Impressions is India’s premier

bi-monthly dedicated to the subject of

Digital Printing, Work Flows, Wide Format

and 3D Printing. Digital Impressions

provides a primary resource to the design

and graphic arts market, quick printers,

commercial printers, pre-press houses

and advertising agencies. Our application

stories, industry coverage, and high-impact

advertisements in the premier publication

provide a guideline in their search for

opportunity.

SUMI  PUBLICATIONS
2216 Hardhian Singh Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110005, India
Phone: (91)11-47023527, 28 Fax:(91)11-47023521
EMail:info@sumipublications.com Website: www.sumipublications.com

Subscription Cover Price You Pay You Save
1 Year (6 issues)
India Rs.900/- Rs.765/- 15%
Overseas (airmail) US $ 90._ US $ 75._

3 Years (18 issues)
India Rs.2,700/- Rs.2,000/- 25%
Overseas (airmail) US $ 270._ US $ 200._
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References

CompanyCompanyCompanyCompanyCompany PPPPPage No.age No.age No.age No.age No.

Arjowiggins 15

Arrow-Digital 18

Avery Dennison 9

Bobst 28

Brotech 24

Canon 4

Cartes 20

Colordyne Technologies 7

Comexi 11

Corel-Alludo 7

Domino 14

drupa 22

EFI 7, 13, 26

Epson 9

Esko Graphics 8, 11

Fedrigoni 8, 15

Fujifilm 4, 16, 28

GMG 8

Highcon 10

HP 6, 14 19

HP Latex 21

Insight Print
Communications 21

JetSci 18

Konica Minolta 5, 12, 18

Labelexpo India 18, C4

Mimaki 11

Monotech 28

NAEP 29

Nippon Color 6

Pamex 30, C2

Paperex 25

Prati 12

Ricoh 24

Scodix 10

Screen Graphics 6

Vinsak 20

Xeikon 13

UPCOMING EVENTS

Consumer Electronic Imaging FConsumer Electronic Imaging FConsumer Electronic Imaging FConsumer Electronic Imaging FConsumer Electronic Imaging Fair - CEIFair - CEIFair - CEIFair - CEIFair - CEIF 5-7 Jan Mumbai, India

Hong KHong KHong KHong KHong Kong  Stationery & School Supplies Fong  Stationery & School Supplies Fong  Stationery & School Supplies Fong  Stationery & School Supplies Fong  Stationery & School Supplies Fairairairairair
Trade fair for Stationery, Office Supplies and Educational Systems 9-12 Jan Hong Kong

PSI/ViscomPSI/ViscomPSI/ViscomPSI/ViscomPSI/Viscom
Leading trade fair for visual communication 10-12 Jan Dusseldorf, Germany

PPP AfricaPPP AfricaPPP AfricaPPP AfricaPPP Africa
International trade exhibition on Plastics, Printing and Packaging 19-21 Jan Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Print Miracle ExpoPrint Miracle ExpoPrint Miracle ExpoPrint Miracle ExpoPrint Miracle Expo
Exhibition of printing, print finishing, packaging, sign and converting 20-22 Jan Kochi, India

IMI Europe Inkjet WIMI Europe Inkjet WIMI Europe Inkjet WIMI Europe Inkjet WIMI Europe Inkjet Winter Winter Winter Winter Winter Workshop 2023orkshop 2023orkshop 2023orkshop 2023orkshop 2023 23-27 Jan Valencia, Spain

Cairo International Book FCairo International Book FCairo International Book FCairo International Book FCairo International Book Fairairairairair 24 Jan-6 Feb Cairo, Egypt

EmpackEmpackEmpackEmpackEmpack
The future of packaging technology, materials & services 25-26 Jan Bern, Switzerland

C!PrintC!PrintC!PrintC!PrintC!Print
Event for the visual communication and graphic industries 31 Jan-2 Feb Lyon, France

TTTTTaipei International Book Exhibitionaipei International Book Exhibitionaipei International Book Exhibitionaipei International Book Exhibitionaipei International Book Exhibition 31 Jan-5 Feb Taipei, Taiwan

KKKKKolkata Book Folkata Book Folkata Book Folkata Book Folkata Book Fairairairairair 31 Jan-12 Feb Kolkata, India

Convertech Japan / JFlexConvertech Japan / JFlexConvertech Japan / JFlexConvertech Japan / JFlexConvertech Japan / JFlex
Converting technology exhibition 1-3 Feb Tokyo, Japan

TTTTTCT JapanCT JapanCT JapanCT JapanCT Japan
Exhibition and conference specializing in 3D printing
and additive manufacturing (AM) technology 1-3 Feb Tokyo, Japan

Remadays WRemadays WRemadays WRemadays WRemadays Warsawarsawarsawarsawarsaw
Trade Fair for Advertising and Printing 1-3 Feb Warsaw, Poznan

Sign China OnlineSign China OnlineSign China OnlineSign China OnlineSign China Online
The 23rd Shanghai International Advertising Exhibition 1-15 Feb Online, PR China

NY NOWNY NOWNY NOWNY NOWNY NOW
The New York Gift + Home Show 5-8 Feb New York, USA

PPPPPaperweek 2023aperweek 2023aperweek 2023aperweek 2023aperweek 2023
The annual conference of the pulp and paper industry 6-10 Feb Online

EmbaxEmbaxEmbaxEmbaxEmbax-Print-Print-Print-Print-Print
International packaging and printing fair 7-9 Feb Brno, Czech Republic

WWWWWest Pest Pest Pest Pest Packackackackack 7-9 Feb Anaheim, CA, USA

Dscoop South Asia SummitDscoop South Asia SummitDscoop South Asia SummitDscoop South Asia SummitDscoop South Asia Summit 9-10 Feb Goa, India

Labelexpo Southeast AsiaLabelexpo Southeast AsiaLabelexpo Southeast AsiaLabelexpo Southeast AsiaLabelexpo Southeast Asia
Southeast Asia’s largest label and package printing event 9-11 Feb Bangkok, Thailand

Goa Book FGoa Book FGoa Book FGoa Book FGoa Book Fairairairairair
The first edition 9-13 Feb Goa, India

PPPPPackaging Innovationsackaging Innovationsackaging Innovationsackaging Innovationsackaging Innovations
The future of branded and inspirational packaging 15-16 Feb Birmingham, UK

EmpackEmpackEmpackEmpackEmpack
The future of packaging machinery and technology 15-16 Feb Birmingham, UK

Print SummitPrint SummitPrint SummitPrint SummitPrint Summit
Annual ‘Knowledge Seminar’ Theme: Own the Change 16-Feb Mumbai, India

Luxepack Los AngelesLuxepack Los AngelesLuxepack Los AngelesLuxepack Los AngelesLuxepack Los Angeles
The premier show for creative packaging 16-17 Feb Los Angeles, USA

PPPPPaper One Showaper One Showaper One Showaper One Showaper One Show
The premier international paper exhibition in the MENA region 21-23 Feb Sharjah, UAE

ChinacoatChinacoatChinacoatChinacoatChinacoat
China International Coatings Exhibition 22-24 Feb Guangzhou, PR China

Bangladesh Intl. Plastic, PBangladesh Intl. Plastic, PBangladesh Intl. Plastic, PBangladesh Intl. Plastic, PBangladesh Intl. Plastic, Packaging & Printing Industries Fackaging & Printing Industries Fackaging & Printing Industries Fackaging & Printing Industries Fackaging & Printing Industries Fairairairairair 22-25 Feb Dhaka, Bangladesh

Istanbul Stationery OfficeIstanbul Stationery OfficeIstanbul Stationery OfficeIstanbul Stationery OfficeIstanbul Stationery Office
International School, Stationery, Paper, Office Supplies and Toy Fair 22-26 Feb Istanbul, Turkey

PPPPPaperworld Indiaaperworld Indiaaperworld Indiaaperworld Indiaaperworld India
International trade fair for stationery, office supplies
and writing instruments 23-25 Feb Mumbai, India

Vilnius Book FVilnius Book FVilnius Book FVilnius Book FVilnius Book Fairairairairair
International exhibition of books and publishing 23-26 Feb Vilnius, Lithuania

DDDDD.PES.PES.PES.PES.PES
DPES Sign Expo 24-26 Feb Guangzhou, PR China

New Delhi WNew Delhi WNew Delhi WNew Delhi WNew Delhi World Book Forld Book Forld Book Forld Book Forld Book Fairairairairair
Largest International Book Fair of the Afro-Asian Region 25 Feb-5 Mar New Delhi, India

Hunkeler Innovation DaysHunkeler Innovation DaysHunkeler Innovation DaysHunkeler Innovation DaysHunkeler Innovation Days
Digital production print and finishing in a unique setting 27 Feb-2 Mar Lucerne, Switzerland

EVENTEVENTEVENTEVENTEVENT DDDDDAAAAATESTESTESTESTES CITY/COUNTRYCITY/COUNTRYCITY/COUNTRYCITY/COUNTRYCITY/COUNTRY
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2216 Hardhian Singh Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110005, India
Phone: (91)11-47023527, 28
EMail:info@sumipublications.com Website: www.sumipublications.com

SUMI  PUBLICATIONS
Send your subscription to:

“Print Traveller” is a bi-monthly magazine on Events
(Conferences & Exhibitions) related to printing, publishing,
paper, stationery, signage, 3D & allied trade. It is the first Indian
publication dedicated to global events in the printing world. The
magazine covers exhibition previews, reviews, listings,
conference details and write-ups on prospective events. It also
carries interviews of event organisers, speakers at conferences
and manufacturer participants in exhibitions. The coverage
extends to event managers,tour organisers, travel and
destinations as well. Since the readership is aimed at printers,
publishers, machinery & material manufacturers event
organisers and trade associations, it is also of great value to
foreign missions in India and Indian missions abroad.




